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and Caps. Gents otking and aw) a

Large Line of Ladies and Gents
Our
Under Clothing'
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3" Wi'. Make a Specialty of Mall

A new political party with the
same old leaders at the helio, was

launched at Louisville, Kentucky,
the past few dpyH.
Cecil Rhodes has reme inhered
America in his mill by giving a
scholarship to Oxford University
for every state and territory in tie
union.

II. Clay Evans who has been
Commissioner of Pension for the
past five years has sent the presi
dent his resignation. It is reported
that the President will lender him
a better ipotitioD.

THE RED RIVER STORE

APRIL

Beauvoir, the beautiful residence
that was presented to the late Jefferson Davis by Miss Evaug, the
novelist, at the close of the late
rebellion has been sold for a home
for the confederate soldiers. Mrs.
Davis received Slo,ooo for the
property after refusing $t)o,ooo
by northern capitalist whj wished
to make a hotel out of it.
This week the editor of tit is paper, had a Mattering offer to invest
in an oil company. We at once
eitHitwned
our pocket-booand
had
found we
a Chinese piece, a
Mexican quarter worth about elev
en cents and a small pants bottoit
After this tind, we decided not to
become an "oil octobus" uutill we
heard from some of onr delinquent
subcribers.
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are cheap in price, but In price only-- ' Take Down "
guns list at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, bnt
they will ourshoot and outlast the highest priced
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made
of the very best material una can be procured, a
thoroughly modern system 'of .manufacture permitting
them to be sold at buyable prices.
REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW Haven
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M. A. NO. 112.

CTnlted Htaten Land OfUce, rVari
F", New Mexico, Oil. II l0L
Notice of Application for United
fttulen Patent.
Notice is hereby given, that in piowt-nc- e
of Chapter nix of Title Thirty tve
of the RerUed Siatutei; of the United
Statu, that John Conley, whoe pos jeSee
address Is Red River, Taoa County, fcrw
Mexico, claiming fourteen hundred aad
ninty nine and seven tenths linear io0t
of the Anaconda No. 3. Quarts Vein
lode or mineral deposit, bearing copper
and gold, with surface ground three
hundred feet in width, lying and being
situate in the Red River Mining District
In the county of Taos and Terrlterr ot
New Mex.
has mnde application far a
United States Pateut for the aid mining
claim, which is more fully described aa
to metes and bounds, bj the official oiat
thereof posted on said mining claim aad
iu the olfice of Register of the United
States Land office at Santa F, and srr
the official field notes of survev therssf
now ille.i in the office of the Register oE
the United States Land OfBce at jsiiM
Fe, New Mexico, which field notee of
survey describe the bouudarlee
th
extent of said claim on the surface,
magnetic variation at 13 deg, 43 mln. 14
sec. east, as follows, to wit:
Begin .ling at the north east corner
No. It a porphvrv tone 14x9x7 ins., U
dends
Ins. in the ground with mound of asio
corporation improved theproperty,
The Ontario "f 'I'ah, has paid aft., base nnd '4 ft., high around it,
but there was no futher written $13,557,0(1.) HI divi.le.l8.
1108 on wjs
marked x on top and
evidence of conveyance, a law deThe (iwu.ini.'JUmwiMAH.. Montana, face for corner No, I. Whence,
U. S. L M. No. 2, In the Red
claring that no estate in reality 18,000,OOU; ti e stock soling from
Mining District, in Taos County, km
can be granted otherwise than bv 10 celiis per nil ne hi ts75 inside of Mexico,
deg. 30 min. W.,
bears N.
(toperation of law or subscribed in- two voars i.ml iiyi"g oil per cent
pni-duce-

!
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Oor No. sur. No. 1072, Esther Li te
strument in writing, would not in dividends with tnuntli.
'IThe tfd'.mesiHke ..r South Dako- - wbioti is a spruce post 5 ins. aqusre
prevent the corporation from aci
paid 8,o38 m ft lontr set iS " s In the ground and
on Si me,
quiring title, but accepting value ta,
i
bears 46 deg' 44 tain.
il.iy ll UeM run scribed
in dividend
for and allowing improvement upE.. I083.fi ft.
for tne p'ist tf is "arm
Cor. No 6, Sur. no. 54, Gift
on the claims constituted an estop
"f South Piece r. which is spruce post 0 Ins. square
The 'Whiiewat.T.-tran.- l,
pel passing title by "operation of
Afrie-.produce in he Qrat Vear 3j ft., above ground scribed 6954 beam
law." Such defect in the transfer !(1887) hiiiy f&S.IXtO, but in 1805 s:.ith 56 deg. 54 min E I09B ft.
Thencewest, variation I3 deg. 43 nsba.
cannoL be set up bv a stranger to lit. had inere"-e- .l
to
E. 300 ft., to cornrr no. 2, a porphyry
impeach the passing of the title. while 'he out put for he laot ten tono
2. x 15x5 ins,. In the ground with
1,000.1)66.
Failure to file affidavit of making years
For mound of stone around it, 2 ft haee and
'4 ft high, marked x on top and - Hot
of improvements and performing 1808 it w .h H7i',tKI .).).(. placing it on
east face.
in diameter
the necessary labor on mining in t lie lend n iv ug lie oid prnduc-'.iii- ii I. A spruce tree 15 B.Ins.,
T, 2 l)o8 hours
lazed and scribed X
oonotrtea.
n
does
6
ft.
claims
not render such claims
67 deg. 35 mill. E 22
A spruce tree 8 ins in diameter bias
open to relocation. Murray Hill
c.l and scribed 1 H T.
bars f3
Mining and Milling Company vs. "PICKED UP HERE AND THERE. ol dcf.- 43 min 30 '6 ft.
ihen'ce south. variation 13 deg 5
Havener (liti Pacific Reporter,
mln E. '4oj 7 it to cor no. 3.. A
ins, square 3 ft long set io
A patent for matches without heads
"5
7(53), Supreme Court of Utah.
in the ground with mound of earth
I
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has been taken out at Copenhagen.
a 6und it scribed
108 on east face.
.Macedonia has n population of about
A spruod tree 14 ins
in dismter,
s,
4.0(10,000;
are
Christians
biased
sc.
bears
aud
ibed x B
3
NOTICE
Turks. Nearly half .n 54 deg; 6niini W( 2H 7 ft
and
'4 ins
A spruce tree
in dlareete
are of Unitarian ancestry.
All persons are hereby warned
Industrial conditions in Germany biased' and st ibeo x B T' 3 II08
S 2 deg, 46 min W 41 ft
not to trespass upon the June But; are going from bad to worse, according to consular reports. Workmen's lo hencn East4 variation 14 pdeg.' E Joofc
pm
placer claim, or to remove any waircs are being lowered without intor, NO,.
44 I' s
IS his, in
i
qtiare 3J ft', long
wood or timber from the said creasing business. All liner, of textiles ;iound,
wiih mound of ir.irth tioatiUtt;
are suffering. The government wilt .crihd4
lori fo. c.r
W,4
premises
place large orders for supplies to make
A spruce
tree lei ins, iu diamsu
fc
M. Co.,
June Bug M,
work.
blurd and seribed x B, T 4 H08 baurs
In Prance the tobacco business is a h 60 deg jD.inlo, W,2-ift,lid llat.tou, MatiHtrei .
A aprnce
dlsmiVM.'.
tree 14 Ins. In
government monopoly, no individual
108 ljars
f,
td ind aarlhed x
having a right to make or sell a cignr
:;s
deg
mil 1;, 2' it.
or tobacco without a permit. The gov.
ti
g, iliulu
vartadoti i;
ernment receipts from tobacco are
1499 ; fc.'t to ...r j.i I, tho p.o
li
(80.000.000 a year, expehsex unISSUED about$15,000,000,
reflogJii
'fP'aiinj at
net profit 165,000,000.
der
N E, W
Retail shops are generally kept bj
H
l)ICT10NARY
.

bcautifuJ colored platea; lr

Prepared under the direct
supervision of W. T. HARRIS
Ph.D., LI. D., Un.ted Statea
Commissionet of Education,
assisted by a large corps of
competent specialists and
editors.
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u
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ODDS AND ENDS.
Thp daily rail llcaumont oil ship.
nients are 7,500 barrels exclusive ol
pipe shipments.
Onk lumber loses 20 per rent of Its
weight in process of seasoning, and
over 30 per cut. when perfectly dry.
The mountain Indians of Mexicc
have different kinds of rattles, the
body hearing a grotesque resemblance
to the hnmtin form.
This .enr OO.OOO.Ont young fish will
be turned loose In In Columbia river
Ore. It is estimated 6,000,01:0 will
return to get cnirrht after fattening
up along the ocean c ast. The present annual pack tliern takes 1,000,00c
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ntinid after the explorer Amerigo
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WINCHESTER

NOTICE FOR PtrBLlCATIO'

Loca-

Webster's
International
Dictionary

Stationery.

1

People who have not nttulied the
tion of Claims. An actual minerthe
subject have f.ir the roost part
al discovery is essential to the valid
very
imperfect iitasf us toevliat is
location of a mining claim, and a
being
dune, mil only in the United
location of a mining claim based
but also in various foreign
States
on a discovery of mineral within
countries, in the way of gold nud
tho limits of anotlter existing and
silver mining.
To inch may be
valid location is void. Any rights qpcoinnii-niit'i- l
a Rftuefttl consideri-- j
acquired by a discovery of mineral tion of the facta and figuere set
wo a Mining claim subsequent to forth IipIow.
TIi romd thnt has
the construction of a ditch across been made by some of the individ
the claim by a third person are ual gold and silver mines is simple
subject to the easement of the amazing.
ditch, aud to the rights of tlie
The OomatOok L.lv of Virginia
owners n a prior nppropriator. .City, Nevada, has
in io!d
Tuolumne Consolidated Mining land silver the enormous sum of
M..st of the ore
Company vs. Maler (T( Pacific 830,000,000.
$8
per
yelded
ton.
but
Reporter, SOiJ), Supreme Court of
The Calumet 1ms paid $60;800,000
California.
Transfers of Mining Property in dividends elon.i.
The Anaconda, nf TJnlfe, which
by Locators to Company. Where
0,000,000 to the
tlie locators of milling claims Bur was an'il for
Rneki.fellem
thnt iiinnnil) ifjrendered possession to a corporapelling,
dividends hfrr
tion pursuant to articles of incorgold
A1hsb- The
poration reciting the transfer of
with ore running less than
'mine
such locations in consideration of
83. has paid 13,905,000 in divipaid-uhares of stocks, aud the

EDITION

let

NO

three-fourth-

Ordere- -

POST O'FFZOS BTOm,

postal card lor

l02.
J)W

Wusliitigtou Letter.- - Tito Preshas instructed tlie Attorney
ident
New Mex.
Taos,
General to make an investigation
ot the beef trust with a view to
ascei taining as to whether or not'
there are grounds for legal procedure under the Sherman
act. U'liile there is no doubt Uiut
uch a one exists, Mr. Knox fears
Books.
JUST
that its agreements a:e largely
verbal and tliat it will be difltonit
to establish its existence to tin.
satisfaction of the couru.
Mr.
Roosevelt believes, however, that
sufficient evidence can be secured
through the Interstate Commerce
Call Commission which has found such
i'he latest magazies for sale at all times and novels to rent.
Now Plates Throughout
evidence in the freight rebate
see HI when yov want anything Vi our line.
25,000 New
granted to the big packers
Phrases and Dafinltioaa
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BULL' MOOSE AT BAY.

nmmtim?nnvnnrm"nnnnnn

rightt

a Park of Wol
In Sight at
Two Woorismen.
Friday William Burnett and
lav
J. I. Gaynor, two Duluth explorera,
Copyright, tact.
By Dally Story Publiktalne Oompsny.
wandered at some dlatance from their
claims, thirty-fiv- e
miles bacR of Chicago bay. In Cook county, to look at cerWhile
trudging along
Mualc and liquor! The Major loved tenderness, cemented these hearta in tain lands.
them both; waa aomethlng of a
a friendship that was unalterable. And they came face to face with a great
bun moose. Neither of the men had a
in both; and was keenly
when, at last, the shadow o! disgraceto the Influence of both. So, ful poverty fell across the Major's life; gun. Tbe men realized that the moose
when he actually reaolveu to adopt a when, leaving home and friends, he meant mischief, and they shinned up
itnall colored boy, hi friends were wandered, a degraded man. from place a balsam. The moose came up and
outraged, but not surprised; they only to place: when time, and name, and pawed the showshoes and seemed
felt unable to decide whether the life's best gifts ware
to await developments.
to his
Nearly three hours had passed,
proceeding waa to be attributed to the shameful,
appetite; he
Major's pocketflaak
or to the boy's was never friendless or alone, for there when a pack of twenty wolvea caubanjo, while the Major cursed the was always Mozart. The Mnjor'g staltiously approached ine tree. The bun
whole neighborhood In gojd, aet terms, wart form was no better known In hln moose was game, and sign. fled by hia
and went after his protege.
The
favorite haunta than was the distorted actions that he would flghi.
"What's the boy's name?" he de- flgure of the little negro. Awaiting wolves were at first a little disconmanded when all other particulars ha
the end of the Major's carousals, certed at the turn in affairs, but apbeen settled to the' mutual satisfaction watching over his drunKen slumbers,
parently reasoned that If they could
of himself and the child's father.
hungry and cold unless supplied with not get a couple of men for supper
"Well, Majah," was the somewhat food and warmth by
they would be polite enough not to
chariastonishing response,
"1
don' Jcs ty: his love and patience were sublime. grumble, and take what was set before
'zackiy know."
If only he could have played for the them, which was moose a llvins
The Major's temper uncertain, and crowds who, fired by the Major'.? mountain of moose. The wolves aphis vocabulary ready.
boasts, made nightly requests for an proached the moose from all sides, and
"Then you're a durn fool." he replied
then oegan a battle, the like of which
with promptness and irritation.
Ho
few men have ever witnessed.
"Well, Majah, you see, 'twuz 'is way.
struck at the wolves with his forefeet
W'en dat chile win bawn, me 'n M'rler
and antlers and kicked at them with
'lowed we wus gwine to call him fo'
his hind feet. The wolves evidently all
you; an' we wuz gwine to hab a great
had In view the Idea of hamstringbig cruaaenln', soon's It got so's he
ing the moose. A certain number
cud war a frock 'dout enny naik or
would engage the moose at the head,
'PSBaffaaBnBBBBBEaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
sleeves, dat yo' ma gin him.
But
but most of them were snapping at
w'lle we wuz
M'rler, she up
the hind legs of the great game anian' Jine de Baptis', an' one day, w'en
mal. Mr. Burnett says that the agilI sez, 'M'rler, aln' It mos' warm 'nuff
ity of the moose was remarkable, and,
fo' de cruaaenln'?' M'rler,
she say,
he was as strong, apparently, aa a lo,
short-laksorter
dat 'dee aln' gwine b?
comotive
He caught and flung the
no crussenln'. Dat crussenin's lnfum
wolves about like chips, and nowls of
baptizzum,
n dee aln' no sech t'ing
anger and pain rung through the
ex lnfum baptizzum.' 'Dee aln',' sez I;
woods. At h'M. while making a mad
'how'n the name o' Gord dat chile
lunge to toss some of the woives, the
gwine to get named, den?' An M'rler
moose shed his antlers. Alter one
say, 'We jess gwine call him Moses
startled look, when he realized that he
right erlbng. Dat bein's how he'd bin
had lost his head weapon, the moose
kinder drawed out'n de water by beln'
turned and fled at top speed. St. Louis
kep' fum lnfum babtizzum, de preacher
t.
'lowed he mus' be call Moses.' Well,
suh, I Jess plnteIy rah'd'n pitched. I
A DUappearlng- - River.
sutney skeered M'rler. I 'lowed dot
A recent report from C. T. Frail, one
boy wuzn't gwine to be named no sech
"Out into the raging night."
t'lng; aw' he air', mun, he aln'. M'rier, exhibition of his skill, money and of the hydrographers of the Burvey,
reported the existence of a stream
she call him Mo.e, jess fo' pure
plenty would be his; his and the has
whose water In the summer season enbut me an' de res' jesB call Major's.
So, night after night,
he tirely
vanishes midway In Its course.
him sonny. An' dat's huccome I don' tried; but night after night he failed,
The river Is known as the Dry Fork,
jess 'zackiy know his name."
one
evening,
bleak
December
until,
In northwestern jtah,
At the termination of this remark
by a a small stream
the boisterous crowd, moved
Ashley creeK. About fourto
tributary
able narrative, the man stolidly await
common Impulse of compassion
and
ed the usual string of expletives.
But disappointment, called out to the teen miles from its source in the Uinta
the Major stood silent, deep In medimountains this stream reaches a large
Major, after one of Mozart's ineffectual
basin or sink, whose walis are from
tation. A happy conceit had occurred attempts:
to him and he was lost in admiration
to 100 feet high, except on the up"Licker the nigger up, Major; licker 76
stream side. The pool Is apparently
of Its neatness and his cleverness.
him up."
In It revolves
"The boy's name shall be Mozart
It was done, and then he played. bottomless and the wacer
caused
Mendelssohn," he said, with an uncHow he played as the subtle glow flew with a slow circular motion,
tuous relish of his own good thing; from mouth to brain, and waked his either by the incomn.g waters or by
Mendels-sohn,- "
"Moz-ar- t
he repeated, heart and fingers to a new, strange suction from below, or both. The
only visible outlet to this pool is a
adapting the pronunciation to the slow power!
mind of his hearer; "then Maria can
violin, narrow rock channel from which a
It was only a second-rat- e
keep on calling him Mose, and you played by a hunch-bac- k
negro; ' but little water flows, but .s soon lost to
can keep on calling him sonny, and by the scent of the harvest field blew over sight a few hundred yards below. A
the Lord Harry! Adam himself couldn't the hot, close room, and a stream measurement of the main stream just
do better than that."
pla.'hed gently under bending trees. above the pool showed a volume of
x
So Mozart Mendelsso'm it was; and Only a second-rat- e
cubic feet of water passing
violin, but its spell nlnrty-siflow disif ever a small boy doscved a great was mighty.
Men saw afresh life's each second, but this entire
name, this one did. Pitiably crippled
appears In the basin and the stream
beauty and its gladness.
Old dreams
and misshapen the little follow was: awakened, of fame and love; and hope for miles below Is perfectly dry. About
but genius lookeu out of his dark, began to sing of what might be. He seven miles below this Interesting pool
bright eyes, and spoke through his was only a hunch-bac- k
negro, but men were found several springs, one of
feet
slender, ebony fingers. After a few dropped their heads and forgot their them is a large hole twenty-hv- e
preliminary trials, he could handle any glasses on the bar as they listened. In diameter and twenty feet deep,
instrument with a skill and expression Within their hearts there stole sweet which at times are empty and agalu
rarely attained by months of practice; thoughts; within their eyes there crept u.ied with water. It is thought that
and, along this line, the limit of the hot tears;
the
and no man smiled as the the water which disappears in deep
Major's generosity was the limit of his Major walked
upper pool, Hows underground,
unsteadily
down
the
purse.
room, until he stood before the player. below in the graveU, which form the
Seated on the wide stone step of the
"Le's go home, Mozart," he cried, bed of the stream, and In times of
weBt veranda, while the Major rocked
with trembling lips; "le's go home. heavy ralmall appears again in the
to and fro above him, with a mint We'll keep our
Christmas there, please large springs below.
julep or a toddy at his side, Mozart God! t'on
I at home."
and
would fill the air with soothing meloBli Mlraculoa Kcape.
dy, until his watchful eye took note
Out
the night, through a raging
four days and four nights in the
For
that the last drop had disappeared blizzard;into buffeted
by angry gusts of
down the Major's capacious
throat. wind and volleys of snowfiakes that depths of the earth, wandering in absoThen, and not till then, with clasped
lute darkness through winding gorges,
the way; but the Major crawling
on hands and knees through
hands around his crooked knee, and obliterated
knew It not, until, at his feet, his compassages In the jagged rocks,
eyes fixed firmly on the distant landpanion stumbled and fell, exhausted slimy
scape, would Mozart say, "I b'leve
halting at times on the brink of awful
with cold and weariness.
But he knew
cud play a fiddle."
precipices, growing faint from hunger
It, well, when, with Mozart in his arms,
"Well, blank my eyes!" the Major he plodded along over
almost crazy from hardships
and
the road whose
would roar, "a fiddle! and it's just like
he was forced to endure these
which
white miles seemed endless
your derned impudence to think I stretching
are a few of the experiences that befell
to
Dissipation
his
feet.
had
tired
ought to get you one. A fiddle! Qet
Capt Caleb Johnson, a Mississippi
up off that rock and go to the kitchen weakened the Major's frame, and Moriver pilot, when he attempted recentwas
heavy,
form
zart's
inert
but
still
before I break every bone in your
ly to explore the mysteries of Dead
he
fighting
walked,
against
the
fate
body." And the Major would atalk in
Man's cave at St. Genevieve, just
eyes
them,
that
his
threatened
until
the house, raging; while Mosart would discovered, through
acroas the river from Red Bud, 111.
the snow-li- t darkn
But with all of Capt. Johnson's exness, a
gate.
And then
periences the cave remains as much a
he pauaed.
"We'll get a little rest here, Mozart," mystery as ever, for he was without
light for most of the way, and has no
he aald, with a thick and halting uthow far or where he wanterance; "we'll rest a bit, and then idea y
we'll go on In; we'll both go in we'll dered. He only knows that he entered
both go home together."
the cave in Simms' hollow, on the bank
And when the sun climbed the goldof the river, on Monday morning, and
en ladder of morning, and lighted up that on Thursday afternoon a farmer
earth, it seemed as if found him in a sinkhole on hia farm
the snow-cla- d
tbe mantle of heavenly charity was four miles from the entrance. Nothing
cast on two recumbent,
save,
was, therefore, accompllahed.
figures that had gone home together.
perhaps, to take away the superstition
that no one could go into the cave and
come out alive.
Ckoloa Ijkinb sad ruk.
Senator Foster of Washington, an
Mr. Loud of California, live under the
Kalttlag la Ka.or Agalo.
A few weks ago
same hotel roof.
Women are beginning to knit and
forwhen one of hia constituents had
crochet again. Tnis ia no haphazard
warded him a fine lamb, which Was guess, but an actual fact, gleanea from
served on the Callfornlan's table, he the wholesale houses, where tae sale
sent a choice cut over to the senator. of wool during tn last year was
"Give him my compliments," quoth double that of any recent year.
In
Mr, Loud to the waiter, "and tell the one house the letters from
'men re
senator that this lamb never tasted veal an Interest in many unexpected
"Hia name shall be Mozart Mendelsanything but milk.'
lines Who, for Instance, would exsohn." he said.
The days of the session flew by and pect to see a letter written an the
walk off around the corner. "I b'leve
as he not long ago a waiter appeared at angnlar hand, considered fashionable,
I cud play It," he would say
asking fur directions for stocking
And, In less than a Mr. lxmd'a elbow one evening, beardisappeared.
month, he would be playing thereon. ing a cut of magnificent salmon. It knitting? Yet such a letter is not unPerhaps before long we may
usual.
to the Major's intense delight and the waa sent by Senator Poster.
e
cus"But I want to know whether this see women resume the
neighborhood's intense disapproval.
There was but one drawback to the salmon came from Washington or tom of carrying their knitting wherMajor's enjoyment; Mozart could not Oregon." asserted Mr. Loud with the ever they go. Knitting Li trains snd
may become fnsclonable, alboats
play before l rangers In vain was he bearing of a cofutiosseur.
Soon the waiter returned with the though it is to be hoped that the fad
brought before expectant gueata; flute,
"The senator says It Is a Pu-g- will not extend to crowded cars.
A
violin, cornet or banjo, it waa all tbe reply:
Sound salmon, and it has never knitting needle In the hands of a reek-tos- s
same; hia trseahliag fingers released
lady may be quite s dangerous a
their office, sad hia frightened enseal, taated anything hut cream."
Thla satisfied the laglalatlve eplcuiu weapon as a hat pin.
"I cyarn't play. Majah;
akssrsd."
from California. Washington Post.
never failed to bring a apssdy release.
After a woman gets married and has
But he could si ways play for tbe
What peculiar dishes we partake of children, she hj lucky vt abe gets time
Major. Aad, as the years want by, the
to read any other thaw the d
bond of protection aad of loyalty, of under tbe latapiratiau of good
oars sad fidelity, of routasi tars and

nOZART AND THE HAJOR.
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Oen. Weyler wanU the 8panlsh
army reduced probably to put the
kavy ia countenance.

dla-pos-

boats may do for trade
or the navy, but for himself the emperor wanta the best.
t

An emergency appropriation to
ply our statesmen with sparring
la earnestly suggested.

supa

sac-iflc- ed

I

Prof. Herron has been In Europe-lonenou&n to learn that America ia
threatened with a revolution.
The microbe that causes gray hairs
has been discovered, but no Injunction
has ben served on him as yet.

The early spring talk about the
destruction of the peach crop seems
to have been nipped in the bud.
To the average workman Increased
wages are better than new resolution!
for the beginning of a fresh year.
The

congress

Is

al-

ready hearing fruit. Washington la
Importing Mexican bullsnakes to catch
her rats.

It

will now be In order to watch the
Uacedonlnl committee and see if it begins spending money with easy non-

chalance.
These are such surprising days that
we barely find time to call attention
to an Ohio Judge's trial of a caae by

telephone.

Montana could not get as good as
third money in Detroit. It took one
of her cashiers over three years to steal
paltry I178.00Q.
boy In TenThere Is a
nessee who haa killed three men. A
boy of that age is almost sure to
come to a bad end.
A Kentucky farmer Is dead from a
No Kentucklan ever dies
calf bite.
from a snake bite. The antidote is al-

ways in his pocket.

Kansas wants to know If a man can
be a Christian on $5 a week.
That
would depend largely on how much
money his wife had.
Wllhelmlna's Prince Henry seems to
be really trying now to live a blameless life. A testimonial of some kind
ought to be forwarded to encourage
him.
According
to a dispatch. British
newspapers are giving the American
steel trust credit for various things.
The trust doesn't need credit; it can
pay cash.
No one has succeeded in improving
upon Edward Everett's estimate of
George Washington. "He was the
Teatest of good men and the best af
great men."

According to the, census bureau the
value of domestic animals, fowls and
beeB In the linlttd State Is S.200,000,-00This includes the cows that produce colored butter.
It Is no cause for humiliation that
the brain of a man weighs three times
that of an ape. It takes man three
times longer to prove superiority to
his own satisfaction.

The king of Slam has changed hia
plana and. will not visit the United
Ktai.'s this year, but the regular annual circus will come, street parada
and all, the same as usual.
Against those who deplore athletics
demoralizing may be pitted the
clergyman who declares that "It
la all right for college students to pray
to Ood to give them victory in a football game."

ma

To-pe-

For every excess Inch of liberty that
the "foreign devils" are now taking
with the humiliated court of China the
amlllng dowager empress expects to
take a mile of bitter revenge in the red
bye and bye.
Students of an Ohio college haz'd a
new man the other night by gagging
and binding him and then dropping
him twenty feet down a coal hole. Yet
the victim failed to see the Joke. Some
people are so obtuae.
Philanthropist Keene doesn't believe
touch in organized charity, for the reason that It demanda a certificate of
character before giving aid to people
In extremity. It la tree enough that la
almoat everything i Use, including the
ami. Ml' of pleasure, we take long
chances on getting the worth of our
money.
That Detroit Napoleon of finance
had a motto which was, "No man
should work after be la forty." Let
us hope, however, that he will excuH
those depositors who may find tt
because of what haa happened,
to keep on toiling after passing the
allotted see.
y,

Banker Andrewa thinks be could
straighten things out if given u chance.
Those sank directors have no great
reputation tor wisdom, but they will
hardly be simple enough to allow
to get another go at the funds.
Aa-4re-

bar-roo-

Globe-Democra-
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Lizard
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Pet Tried to Save

Remarkable
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Jan hftbeltk's raven hair nrms to
he a splendid
to hit
iolln shading.

Oermaa-bull-
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Master from Deadly

Snake,
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Stories of pet animals which have
rendered some Important aervice to
their masters are not common. One Is
apt, however, to associate such services wleth creatures of a higher order
of Intelligence, and would hardly expect a lizard to play the part of monitor; but the LelBura Hour describes
an Interesting Incident of that kind
which happened in Australia.
A
had tamed a bright-eye- d
Australian lizard, which made bis
headquarters In the mlrers' tent, and
was an object of Interest and attention
on the part of all the men In camp.
On the march he made his home In
his master's serge blouse, running up
the arm of the loose garment, or rouui
the full front above the tight waistband, as fancy took him. When the
camp was pitched for the night, he
employed himself by making the most
careful Inspection of the Immediate
surroundings within and without the
tent He made himself acquainted
with every stone, turf, stump or hole
within what he considered his domain,
eventually retiring with the sun, to
the blanket on his master's bed, where
he invariably slept.
On one occasion he became restless
during the night, and began to run
rapidly backward and forward over
his master's face, making at the same
time a low, spitting noise, like that of
an angry cat. By this means he at
length aroused
the sleeper, who
gently pushed him away several times,
speaking soothingly in the hope of
quieting the excited creature.
But the lizard would not be soothed;
gold-riijg-

er

on the contrary, having attracted at
tention, he continued his rapid movements, until at length his master, convinced that something was wrong, got
up, struck a light, and looked around
tue tent. The sharp eyes of the lizard
followed every movement with intense

Interest.
Nothing unusual could be seen, and
the miner lay down again. He was
scarcely asleep, however, before the
lizard waked him again, and losing patience, he seized the creature p.d in
the darkness toszod him from the ben
across the tent.
In his involuntary flight the little
animal struck the tent-pol- e
with considerable force, and half of his tall was
broken off a matter of no very great
Importance io a lizard, perhaps, but
still a discouraging reward for a
warning.
Nevertheless, the
maimed little reptile returned to the
bed, kept close to his master, and continued restless and excited all the rest
of the night.
At daybreak, when the tentsvwere
struck, and the bedding roiled up,
ready to be placed on the cart, the
mystery was explained. In the scrub
and fern thrown underneath the bedding, to keep it from the bare ground,
a huge tiger snake with several young
well-mea-

ones was discovered.

The tiger snake is of a kind much
feared by the colonists, and, l.ke most
snakes, has a pronounced odor, which,
no doubt, nad maae the lizard aware
of its presence. It had proDably crept
Into the tent after the lizard had made
its evening inspection of the premises.
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OCEAN LOSING REPUTATION

Mariners Beginning to Dread the Pacific as Much as Atlantic.
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Pacific ocean is fast
the
reputation Implied in the name given
to it by Magellan, and which it owes
to the placid appearance of Its surface when he first saw It. The change
Is one of the Inevitable results of the
growth of commerce. Prior to the discovery of gold In California comparatively few vessels sailed over Its
waters. There were, therefore, few
In late years.
casualties to report.
however, commerce has extended In
all directions. The ocean is filling
with ships, and the disasters of the
sea are multiplying proportionately.
Along the California coast the ocean
is placid enough to retain its reputation as pacific. Storms are rare. It
is not often that its waters are lashed
into fury like those of the Atlantic in
these latitudes. But along the Oregon.
Washington and British Columbian
and Alaskan coasts there is little if
any difference between the conditions
prevailing in the Pacific from those
existing in the Atlantic ocean. Mari
ners now dread Cape Flattery, at the
entrauce to the Strait of Juan de Fuca,
almost if not quite as much as they
do Cape Hat'eras. on the eastern coast.
Wrecks are lining the northwestern
coast of the continent as they do the
northeastern shores of it.
As the Pacific ocean is gradually

d
filling with the
and
steam propelled agentB of commerce
the ratio of shipwrecks Is correspondingly rising. Perhaps there have been
more wrecks on the Pacific coast than
should have been experienced If the
same precautions against disaster had
been adopted In the navigation of Pacific waters as are taken in the Atlantic ocean. The Pacific has undoubtedly been made the graveyard of many
steam and sail vessels which were
transferred to It from the Atlantic
ocean because they were not considwhite-winge-

--

ered safe to keep In commission

In

the latter, under the mistaken beliel
that milder weather and smoother water were to be found here. Others have
been lost through the vicious practice
of overloading, the risk being taken
on account of the same error of
opinion
regarding the placidity of
ilie.se waters.
Shipowners are, how
ever, fast learning, says tbe San Francisco Chronicle, that rotten hulks and
d
craft are not any more
Immune from disaster here than they
are anywhere else. The growth of
commerce and the Increasing perils ol
navigation resulting from it demand
the abandonment of both.
over-loade-

Collections of scarf or tie pins
one of the fads of New York men.

la

The Forbidden Land
Travelers Learn Little of the Wonderful Country of Tibet.

T

well-know-

half-hidde- n

1

old-tim-

et

la

'Adventures in Tibet," written by
William Care" and published by the
United States Society of Christian Endeavor, is the latest work dealing with
the most mysterious of all lands. It
Is very interesting and instructive and
well illustrated
with many photographs.
Mr. Carey himself spent many
months in Tibet gathering Information.
He also describes the astonishing journey through the country made by Miss
Annie R. Taylor with nothing but native servants. She passed within three
slays of Lhasa, the forbidden city, and
narrowly escaped with her life.
The lamas or monks rule Tibet, says
Mr. Carey. A hundred, or a thousand,
or even five thousand of them, may be
herded together, if not exactly under
one roof, yet in- one great building,
whose ramifications root themselves
like a fortreas in the rocks, and whose
walls snd wlndowa frown upon the
-

fields.

The rest of the timid Tibetans huddle
A- - DUag raamsat- Not many years ago when he was a
young lawyer. Congressman Watson
of Indiana, waa one of the attorneys
In a suit over a pig. Judge Goodrich,
subsequently chairman of the Republican state committee, was on the
other side, and the case was before a
y
portly magistrate of the name of
Puckett, who was running as a
candidate for mayor of Winchester.
"Puckett," said Mr. Watson to him
one afternoon, betore the case came up
for trial, "I must win this suit. If i
don't 1 will fight you for mayor; I'll
fight you to a finish."
Goodrich also got (be magistrate'
ear with a similar appeal and threat,
he and Yyatson having arranged the
matter between them to get some fun
Rev-erfl-

out of the situation.
"The day before the primary," says
Mr. Watson. In concluding the story,
"Goodrich and I thought we would go

in huts at the monastery gates, or till
the soil and tend their flocks that the
lamas may live at eaae. Deeper thas
the roots of the lamaseries sink into
the rocks has the power of the lamaa
lodged In the hearts of tbe people.
Every family has at least one representative In the cloisters. Often ther
are two, and not seldom three. It has
been reckoned that every sixth persof
of the entire population Is either t
lama or a lama novitiate.
The only education la monkish; tbt
only architecture that of the temples
and monasteries, which seem to grow
out of the craggy heights on whicb
they are perched; the one universal
and unceasing
religious rite Is thl
twirling of a "prayer wheel" and th
mumbling of a meaningless sentence
The lama holds the people In the hol
low of his hand, and many forcea meet
in that magnetic and masterful grip.
If you think you are a martyr, don'l
Inscribe It on your door plate.

around to Puckett's office and ascertain how we stood. He was absent
when we cslled, but nls docket lay
wide open on the desk. W couldn t
help looking at It. There in the boldest characters wa could write were
the words:
" 'Disagreed, by thunder.'
"There was no Jury In tue case, but
that little matter hadn i bothered
Puckett."
,

BSvIl Effecta at Wood Alcohol.
Wood alcohol Is gaining an ill repute all ita own. Dr. H. Moulton has
pointed out to the American Medical
association that no other known sub
stance when swallowed so uniformly
selects for attack the optic nerve and
retina, and In thirty cases of poisoning from It reported in two or three
years, fifteen have resulted In lota
blindness.
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He's Going to Introduce Monks
Farm Hands la the Nonth.
Paul Kuntz, a Chicago man, who hat
extensive Interest! In the smith. Is
now In Arkansas with a party of
northern capitalists, has a plan for the
solution of the labor problem In the
south. The remedy, says Mr. Kuntz,
lies In the
of monkeys
for the negro.
Thus far Mr. Kuntz's plans only look
to the replacing of the negro by a
g
monkey in the
Beason.
He says he knows monkeys and their
capacities, and Is confident that they
can be so trained as to make the
most efficient kind of
They can not only pick as well as the
negro, but they can pick twice as much
In a given time. There are other advantages attendant upon their employment. One is that they will not
demand wages, and this Item will be
an Immense advantage to the planter.
Neither will they form labor unions,
cotton-plcktn-

cotton-picker-

s.

and the union principle that 1b gaining
a foothold among the negroes Is not
encouraged on the big plantations.
Mr. Kuntz derives his knowledge of
monkeys from observation of them in
Africa, of which country he Is a native. He Is so well satisfied that they
can be trained to do the work In the
cotton fields that he now has a large
consignment of them on the way from
that country, which he proposes to
employ on a cotton plantation which
ht owns. He says that his experience
has demonstrated to his satisfaction
that the monkey can be trained to
perform any kind of manual labor requiring skill and application. The
work must not be too laborious, as the
monkey has not the strength requisite
for heavy labor.
EXECUTIVE SESSIONS.
Mason Relates Hl First
with One.
Senator Mason has written an article about "The Farce of Executive
Sessions." After telling of his awe of
executive sessions when he was a representative he describes his first closed
session after he became a senator:
"A senator from New England arose
and solemnly and earnestly moved that
we go into executive session. The bells
all over the senate end of the capital
rang and made music to my ears. The
chief page clapped his hands three
times and the pages all rushed from our
Amid the ringing of
sacred presence.
bells and the rushing of feet the people were all moved out, the doors were
closed and we were alone!
"Thereupon the senator who had
moved the executive session struck a
match In the usual way ad lit a cigar,
audibly Informing his neighbor that it
was the only one he had. He then
moved that John Smith be confirmed
The
In his $700 postofflce In Podunk.
vice president of the United States
said, 'Without objection It Is so ordered.' A motion to adjourn was carried.
In one moment my dream was broSenator

The mere effort to express one's self
In lucid and convincing language before an audience Is. perhaps, the greatest
a man can use. It
brings Into play almost all his mental
and moral qualities.
The power o"
combination, of analysts, of synthesis,
of magnetism, of personality, of mentality; all these are put to the teBt, and
are called upon to contribute their best.
To an earnest student, training for
oratory, which, in its broadeBt sense,
should Include a close study of language, literature, old and new, history,
ancient and modern, men, women, and
conditions of the past and present,
must, of necessity, prove a moral, spiritual, and Intellectual awakener, says
J. Lincoln Book in Success.
The function of the orator has been
"To glvejo the nothus described:
blest thoughts the noblest rxpresslon;
to penetrate the souls of men. ana
make them feel as If they were new
creatures conscious of new powers and
loftier purposes; to cause truth and
justice, wisdom and virtue, patriotism
and religion to appear holier and mors
majestic things than men ever dreamed
of before; to delight as well as con
er

r There

vince; to charm, to win, to arouse, to
calm, to enlighten, to persuade thlB
is the function of the orator."
Surely, this Is a noble mission.
A
youth who undertakes to develop hts
powers with a view to fulfilling Its requirements, even If he never attains
eminence as a public speaker, cannot
fall to have a broader mentality, wider
culture, higher Ideals, a more vigorous,
well rounded character than if he had
never aspired to he an orator.
Like everything that Is worth having, the power of effective speaking can
only be developed by continual effort,
by reading with a purpose, with constant study, by Independent thought,
and by frequent practice In debute or
speaking to audiences.
Association with the great thinkers
of the past and present through their
writing, and with the eloquent orators
through their spoken words,
of
whether on public platform or In the
pulpit, are powerful aids to the youth
who Is ambitious to become a ready
and eloquent speaker.
y

"Through thick and thin"
the "Faery Queene."

Is from

Was a Distinction.

Both Soldiers of High

Rxnk. but

Armies.
Dr. Edward King, the venerated and
3alntly Bishop of Lincoln, in Ungland,
is now much advanced in years and
somewhat infirm. Recently he has
been visiting Bournemouth for his
health, and T. P. O'Connor, In his "M.
A. P.," tells the following story of the
venerable prelate's visit to that sea-aihealth resort: After resting for
some time one afternoon on a seat on
the "Parade" the Bishop desired to
move, but, owing to his age and infirmity, round some difficulty In rising.
A kind hearted little girl of the town
noticed his trouble and ran up, saying:
"Oh, let me help you."
The good bishop beamed upon the
child with one of his sweetest smiles,
and the smile of the bishop is very
sweet, Indeed. "You are a dear little
maiden," he said, "but I do not think
you are strong enough."
"Why. bless you, sir," was the reup daddy
ply. "I've often helped
when he was a sight worse drunk than
you are."
O'Connor savs the truth of this story

ken."
Webster Wanted His Drink.
e
Benjamin Prouty of Boston, an
New Englander, at the Park Avenue, told last night how he war born
and brought up and still spends his
bummers at the village of Queen Anne's
Corner In Plymouth county, Mass.
When he was a boy he often saw Daniel Webster. He said: "Until a few
years ago there stood at the Corners
an old taveru called the Half-Wa- y
Daniel Webster used to stop
house.
there for dinner on his trips between
Boston and his home in Mansfield. One
day everybody at the tavern had gone
to a circus except a lad of 15 years,
who was ordered not to serve any
liquors. Webster drove up at dinner
time, ordered his meal and then asked
for a drink. The boy refused him.
Webster urged, threatened, commanded, but it was of no use. The boy was
firm. When the landlord returned
from the circus and heard of it he
drubbed the boy for losing him a good
But the statesman rather
customer.
respected the lad for his stubbornness
He
when bis first wrath had gone.
came again as before, and often gave
the boy a quarter."
old-tim-
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Panama
Yielded to Spaniards
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NEW CHURCH AT NOME.

Trains Need Not stop.
Hull. I and Ron the
Among the patents which huve been
Only One In (lold Town.
recently granted in the United States
The congregation having outgrown
may be mentioned one Issued to John the first building, it became necessary
W. Jenkins, New York City, for an In- to erect another at once. Au appeal
teresting system whereby passengers made on Feb. 25, 1900, to the miners
are to be discharged from a train with- of the camp for volunteer labor
out the necessity of stopping at sta- brought out twenty-fiv- e
men the first
tions. The characteristic feature of the morning. They came with picks and
Invention resides in the employment shovels and began to clear off the four
of a number of "saddle cars," which feet of snow that covered the ground.
are successively taken up and dropped Some days as many as seventy men
from the moving train, and through worked upon the building, nearly all
the medium of which passengers may giving their services. Through weathenter or leave a train without inter- er often below zero they worked on,
rupting lt3 movement.
and by March 17, Inside of the twenty-on- e
days, the new church was completed. It Is one of the best buildings
I'ateuU In France.
in the city and will seat 500.
In order that a patent may be obChairs are used tor seating and the
tained in France, the three following
conditions are necessary: That the American flag Is prominent in the
The church was dediInvention be absolutely new; that It decorations.
possess an Industrial character; that cated on the Qnt Sunday of September,
It be not contrary to publtc order or free of debt. After a public offering a
security; good morals, or the laws of balance of $200 remained, but the trusthe country. An invention ! uot con- tees announced that they would
the debt. Upon t hts an
sidered new when, previous to the
and a Roman Catholic
date of filing of, the application, it has
received sufficient publicity in France came forward and asked permission
to contribute the $200, which was glador abroad to render it easy of imitaly granted. The cost of the building
tion.
and lot has been about $10,000.
The church through Its servicer and
Cur to Kecelve Baraga Visitors.
By permission of the czar the emir reading room and library has rendered
of Bokhara, In company with his son splendid service to the people of Nome.
will visit In the dark winter days the men in
and heir.
their shacks and cabins do not rise bo8t. Petersburg soon.
Conzveg-atlonallst-

us-su-

Ram Itrnad.

Press.

Boy af

received 20,000 francs.
of pearls
A considerable quantity
procured at Panama arc sent to New
York, where they do not lack purchasers. One consignment exceeded
The Island
In value 750,000 francs.
pearls are thus denominated on account of the archipelago in which the
oyster fisheries are carried on. It Is
opposite the bay of Panama. The
archipelago '.s composed of Hlxteen
Islets, In which are thirty to forty

Tew Things In Stripes.
"Will you kindly show me what you
have here?" asked the visitor to the
pen.
"With pleasure,'' replied the warden,
who had once worked In a dry goods
store; "we have a few things In stripes
that think will Interest you."

"This," the salesman said, handing out
another package. "Is also an excellent
very wholeIs vouched for by a Canon of Ely, so substitute for coffee. It is
some. It makes red blood."
it must be true.
"Haven' you something." asked the
A story of Oen. Sir Charles Tucker Is
young woman with the earrings, "that
aunot quite so good, but Is as well
thenticated. The general was on his makes blue blood?"
way out to Tndla, when he found that
Already.
there was another Gen. Tucker on
"That boy," remarked old Cerberus,
board the ship Oen. Booth Tucker of
the Salvation Army. As the P. ft O. drily, after the youthful hope and pride
boat came alongside to land pa3sengers had been led off to the spanking dewas partment, "has the bump of litigation
at Port Said and the gangway
crowded a woman was overheard to very strongly developed; he is already
say to her companion: "My dear, there vigorously engaged in contesting the
are two General Tuckers aboard, I parental will."
hear. Can you point out to me which
A Sacrilegious Oeslre.
is which?" This was said In the hearing of the bluff general,
Mrs. Jones What's become of that
who was
silk smoking jacket you gave your
standing right in front of them.
Turning sharply around and point- husband for his birthday?
Mrs. Smith Oh, I had to make that
ing to the other Tucker he said:
"Madam, that is the Salvation Tucker; over into a sofa pillow. He actually
I, in contradistinction, am known as wanted to sit around and smoke in it.
Judge.
the Damnation Tucker." New York
"It beggars description" Is
In "Antony and Cleopatra."

small villages of negroes and Indians.
The soil is fertile but the principal occupation is ths.t at the fisheries. The
largest Isle, called Rey, alone embraces
half of the population. San Miguel Is
the chief place of the fisheries, and
there is a very fine church. The Inhabitants are nearly all blacks. Thoj
are descended from the negro populaSpaniards
tion, from
whom
the
learned the advantage they could deIn cerrive from the island riches.
tain of the Islands there must have
been diamond beds. Some fine rough
diamonds were formerly procured.
There are two systems for carrying
on pearl fishing iu the bay of Panama. In certain spots, where the yield
is the most abundant. It Is necessary
to pay the government a very high
tax. At other points the tax Is small,
but a percentage on the pearls discovered Is added to it. Generally, these
pearls are rather small. They usually
bring from 5 to 50 francs each. Those
which reach 150 to 300 francs are already much less In number.

Cadleigh--Won-

Man,

you give me

't

an-

other dance?
Miss Wiggins Really, Mr. Cadleigh,
you've had nearly all so far. and
Cadleigh Yes, you know, It's Just to
spite Miss Pechis. We've had a quarrel.
Not Prepared.

Whyte BJenks calls himself a practical politician.
Black A practical politician!
Why,
I asked him to change a $10 bill for me
on election day last year and he said
he couldn't do it.

There

"Here, waiter, gimme my hat."
"What kind of a hat was It, sir?"
"A new one."
"I beg pardon, sir, but the new ones
have been all gone a half hour ago."
Sorry She Asked.

"Why. Bridget," said her mistress,
who wished to rally her for the amusement of her company upon the fantastic ornamenting of a huge pie,
"why. Bridget, did you do this?"
"Indade It was meself that did it,"
replied
Bridget.
"Isn't it pretty,
mum. I did It with yer false teeth,
mum." Pearson's Weakly.

.Unit; the Short Cut.
Suppose I
Mrs. Galey (musingly)
should publish your love letters, dear?
Mr. Galey Why not simply make a
public acknowledgment that you married a fool?
I

Paul Percy, what is your idem of
success?
Percy My idea of success? Well, It
Is having people run after me who used
to run away from me. Detroit Free
Press.

"What is an Inventor?" asked the
teacher.
"An Inventor," replied the Inventor's
son promptly, "is something designed
by nature for the use of a promoter."
Chicago Evening Post.
Hilly

Mrs.

Ir

furs.

Swagger

at

home?
Servant- - No, ma'am, she went out to
call on you.
Mrs. Hifly How very fortunate for
us both! Boston Post.

"But this

Is open to objections."

A Measure of Time.
The pupil It seemed to me that I
must have practiced all of two hours.
The professor But I'm Bure you
didn't. If you had practiced two hours
ii would have seemed like six. Puck.

Ad Ohataele.

"There Is always room at the
said the Good Adviser.
"Indeed, yes," answered the

to,-),- "

L'a:Tir

beasts have
been more

merciful

than

human beings, and spared the woman
cast to them in the arena. It is astonishing how little sympathy women have
for women. In the home the mistress
sees the maid with the signs of suffering
she recognize.; o well, but she does not
lighten the sick girl's load by a touch of
her finger. In the store the forewoman
sees the pallor and exhaustion which
mark womanly weakness, but allows
nothing for them. It is work or quit.
Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription
makes weak women strong and sick
women well, by curing the womanly
diseases which undermine the health,
" Favorite
and sap the strength.
" establishes regularity, dries
weakening drains, heals inflammation
and ulceration, and cures feuiale weakness.

" Favorite Prescription " make9 weak
women strong, sick women well. Accept no substitute for the medicine which
works wonders for weak women.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
most desirable laxative for delicate
women.

Denver Directory.
SADDLES and HARNESS
They coat you notblnjf for examination,
double hurnt'nw with breech
lug" for fii; $40 double team hamex

"Dickie, when you divide those five

caramels with your little sister did you
give her three?"
"No, ma, I thought they wouldn't
come out even, so I ate one 'fore I began to divide." What to Eat.

"Why don't you go to work?" asked
friend.
the
"I don't dare to," answered Willie
"People would think my
Wlshlngton.
father had disinherited me, ana1 tt
would ruin my credit." Wasnlng'.cn
Star.
g

-

k

The tiolfUc.
"I had a terrible time last night. A
crank called at my house and I had an
awful time getting him to go away."
"Threatening, was he?"
"Yes; he threatened to tell me all
about his exploits on the links.

"A little quarrel now and then helps
a love affair."
"Yes, the lover leaves oft buying
roses, and gets a chance to catch up
with the tailor's bill. "Tit-Bits- .

'This is perfectly delightful!

the wild

f

Stock-Mark-

A Differentia.

have been
times when

"When I first commenced using Dr. Pierce's
medicines," writes Mrs. George A. Strong, of
Uansevoort. Saratoga Co., N.
"I was suffering from female weakness, a disagreeable drain,
bearing-dowpains, weak and tired feeling alt
the time. I dragged sround in that way for
two years, then began taking your medicine.
After taking the first bottle 1 began to feel
better. 1 took four botles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, two of ' Golden Medical
one visl of the 'Pleasant Pellets. also
used one bottle of Dr. Sage's Catarrh
Now I feet like a new person. I can't thank you
enough for your kind advice and the good your
medicine has done rae."

Light r.ll ..
Winning His Way.
"How queer!" exclaimed Miss Pertle
Nell
have been assigned to read
at the Wagner recital. "My
a paper on "The Ideal Woman" at the Goodwin
foot has gone to sleep and In all this
next meeting of the club.
noise, too!" Chicago News.
Jack Well, all you will need to do is
to stand up on the platform and let
It is a terrible thought that a man,
them look at you.
after fighting Mother Hubbards while
on earth, will have to wear one when
A Recognised Trait.
Atchihe becomes an angel in heaven.
"Her little boy has such a manly son Globe.
way about him."
"Yes; I noticed when I was there
Rusty Where'd ye git de quarter?
the other day that he found fault with
Dusty I struck up an acquaintance
what they had to eat."
wid a trained dog wot was goin' to the
bakery for two hits' worth of bread.
A
Indianapolis Sun.
Dose.
"You look thin and haggard, Jim."
Mr. Johnson: Don't you fink It am
"Yep. I took too much of a debilitating mixture."
easier to coax a woman dan to drive
"What was It?"
her?
Mr. Jackson Dunno; but I find It
"Sugar and copper."
am a derned bight safer. Puck.

"And there, though last, not least,"
Skelton's "Colin Clout."

Growth of the English Isuirusfs
To give some Idea of the tremendous
growth of the English language it may
be mentioned
that the words and
phrases under the letter "A" have Increased in fifty years from 7,000 to
nearly (10,000. Intelligent persons, even
those engaged in the learned professions, do not made use of more than
6,000 to 8,000 words, all told, although
there are properly belonging to uur
'ringuage over 200,000.

work in New York.

jn

I

Is from

fore 11 or 12 o'clock. After breakfasting and doing their chores they go to
the reading room, where they can find
companionship, good books, light and
heat. With coal at $50 a ton, a warm
room In that cold northland counts for
something.
Those thus served by the
church, when an appeal was made for
help In building a new edifice, gladly
responded.
The first building Is now used as
library and reading room. It contains
over 1,500 books and periodicals.
It
Is supported by the church at a cost
of about $75 per month.
There are
three great Institutions at Nome the
stores of the great trading companies,
the saloons
and the congregational
church. It costs about $3,500 per year
to carry on the church and its departments, says the New York Mall
and Express.
It Is entirely
The edifice is crowded both
morning und evening and is a veritable beacon light In that great north-lan-

on tunes of the
The
general commission which was appointed to prepare a new hymnal for the
Methodist Episcopal Chnrcll lius begun

.

in Different

Rare Treasures the

When the stranger arrives at Seville
and Toledo and the guides conduct
him to the cathedrals of these old
cities, he Is struck with their magnificence and the abundance of the
pearls which are their finest decorations. These pearls came from the
bay of Panama, and date from the
epoch when the Spaniards, at the
zenith of their glory, made the conquest of America, says the Jewelers'
Circular Weekly.
These Panama pearls rival the most
beautiful pearls of the Orient. Quite
recently, In the spring of 1899, a lad
of 15 years found an oyster containing a pearl which was sold at Paris
For his portion he
for 50,000 francs.

-

1

'

CHURCHES DECKED

"Business Is frightfully dull today," tnnate Person, "Ml the elevator Is
said the Junior partner of the tailor- not always running."
ing firm.
"No wonder, ' said the senior partOwes Them All.
ner, angrily. "Who wrote our 'ad- for
Towne I didn't see Borroughs
at
the papers
the club smoker.
"I did. Why?"
Browne No. he doesn't attend those
"Because It Bays:
'Do you need an functions any more. I fancy It's be"
cause he's sure to meet somebody
overcoat? Try our melton and frieze.'
there he owes.
Towne I beg pardon. Did you say
Home One Most Pay the Bills.
Anxious Groom I thought you said somebody he "knows," or "owes?"
Browne It doesn't matter. It's the
something or other about a check; I
same thing.
don't see any.
Angry Father-ln-LaYou blithering Idiot, your wife Is a regular checkThe Other View.
book. Every time either of you want
"It seems to me," said the lady with
anything she writes me a note and I've a severe glance, "that the newspagot to cash It.
pers print some dreadful things."
"Yes," answered the reporter;
"It
often makes me sad to think that peoOnly Watting-"Doesn't It make you the least bit ple Insist on doing shocking things
us to write about
envious to see what elegant furniture and compelling
Mrs. Eyefly Is putting Into her house them."
next door?"
He Was Late.
"Not a bit. My husband says It will
be Bold by the sheriff within six
months and I'll be there to buy."

A couple of years ngo the Union Pacific Rallrond Company offered prize,
for the best articles on the subject:
"Cnn the Fnrm nnd Hnn.h Products of
folorndo Be Doubled, and If So, What
Would Bo the Effect Upon the Business of Denver? The three best articles nre published in pamphlet form.
For n cony and some account of what
we have done in the vicinity of Borneo, In the sunny San Luis vnllcy, In
the way of a practical demonstration
of this subject, write to JCopIi. Chas.
Felt, MM Boston building, Denver,
Colorado.
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Jealousy Causes Fearful
Benjamin

LOGAN WAS CONVERTED.

Tragedy at Woodstock, HL

F. Ellsworth of Wood-tocafter slaying, his wife and
Amos W. Anderson with a revolver,
turned the weapon upon himself and
ended his own life. His son. Earl A.
Ellsworth, was a witness of the tragedy and Is a prisoner In the Mi Henry

Talking of the Bhootlng. young
Ellsworth said he had concealed
himself In the garret early in
the morning, reaching there by a short
stairway. He h&d previously bored a
small hole In the celling,
through
which he could see Into Mr. Anderson's
county jail.
room. He saw his mother ente; t
The triple tragedy was brouiht room soon after his father hud gone
about, apparently, by a prearranged to his shop, and then, descending the
plan formed between the father, now stairway in his stocking feet, he went
dead, and the son, now a prisoner.
to a room facing the shop and waved
The son set himself to watch the his hand to his father.
III.,

sldeied a member of the family," said
a man who for years had been on close
terms of friendship with all the persons connected with the tragedy. "He
used to take Mrs. Ellsworth riding In
his buggy, but It always was with the
full knowledge and consent of her husband. Mr. Ellsworth, to my knowledge, had even asked Mr. Anderson to
take his wife riding. On several occasions the old man took Mrs. Ellsworth to Crystal Lake, her husband
and son following on their bicycles and
joining each other at a picnic.
"It is said that a female relative
of Mrs. Ellsworth was responsible for
distrust in the husband's mind, because the two women had had a petty
quarrel. I do know that about a
month ago word came to my ears that
Mr. Ellsworth was Jealous of hla wife
on account of the old man, but It
seemed so ridiculous that I paid no attention and laughed at tae whole
thing."

Russia's Slow Blockhouse War.
The story of the blockhouse as an
engine of war Is Interesting at the
present Juncture. They seem to have
been first extensively used by the Russians in their long war for the subjugation of Caucasia; and the teaching
of that campaign seems to be that they
are a sure but a very slow mode of
conquest.
The Russians began to build them to
"wall in" Schamyl in 1849. It was not

until

The house was the residence of the Ellsworth family. Anderson also lived
there as a roomer and boarder. The triple tragedy occurred in his room on
the second floor. Earl Ellsworth, the son, is the only person living who saw
the shooting. He is said to have watched Anderson and his mother
and to have signaled to his father to come on the murderous errand.
suspected actions of his own mother,
The elderly Ellsworth at once left
and at a certain moment ran stealthily the shop, armed with a revolver and
to a window, whence he signaled with a heavy machinist's chisel. He wore
gesture to his father across the a pair of thick felt boots, and his enstreet. The father came and the kill- trance to the house and ascent of the
ing followed.
stairs was noiseless. As he reached
It Is known that the elder Ellsworth the landing he was joined by his son,
distrusted his wife, that ho confided and a moment later began his murderhla suspicions to his son, and that the ous assault.
son summoned his father from his
Mr. Anderson was fully dressed and
work. Circumstances indicate that the had his hat on when the attack began.
aged Mr. Anderson was shot down In One bullet pierced the rim of the hat
cold blood, that the wife was next to and lodged in the head of the bed.
fall before Ellsworth's revolver, and Wounds in his hands indicated that
that the enrnged man then killed
himself.

Ellsworth was 45 years old, and a
prosperous mechanic, who conducted a
general repair shop near his residence.
His wife. Alice, was 42 years old, and
prepossess :ug In appearance. Mr.
was '(7 years old, of fine physique for one of his years, and for
nearly loui years had made Ms home
with the Ellsworths. He was a retired farmer, owning property estimated to be worth over $20,000.
The high standing In the community of all three victims gave to the
tragedy an interest which worked up
a remarkable degree of excitement in
Woodstock.
Both of the Ellsworths
were members of the Baptist church
and identified with a number of frater-

WM

nal societies.
Mr. Anderson belonged
to no church, but he was held In respect by all who knew him. His son,
Dr. E. V. Anderson, Is a leading physician of the town,
The killing recalled to the people of
Young Kllsttorth.
Woodstock the murder and suicide In the old man received them while he
which Mr. Ellsworth's father, E. E. was endeavoring to protect himself.
Ellsworth, figured in May, 1895. The Either of the wounds In the head
elder Ellsworth was a wealthy farwould have been fatal, and It Is bemer, residing a f.w miles from the lieved that Ellsworth fired at the old
village. One day in a lit of ungovernman after he had fallen.
able rage at one of his hired hands,
It Is declared by residents of WoodPhil Weber, he seized a shotgun and stock who were closely
acquainted
blew the man's brains out. He folwith the Ellsworths that there was ablowed this act by hanging himself solutely no ground for the husband's
from a ladder which leaned against jealousy against his wife.
his barn. There were no witnesses to
"Mr. Anaerson had lived with the
this affair.
Ellsworths so long that he wbb eon- -

Famous Old Blockhouse.
After more than a century of peace,
the famous old blockhouse
of Eort
Duquesne. built In 1704. the solo surviving reminder of Fort Pitt, is once
more the center of contention. Instead of painted red men and frontier
riflemen, however, the contending parties are the Daughters of the Revolution and the Pennsylvania Railroad
corporation.
This latter body Is for destroying the
blockhouse In order to give better

1859

that that warrior prophet

was walled In and caught. A fresh set
of blockhouses had then to be constructed to wall In the tribes still in
revolt. This took another five years,
the final surrender not taking place

until

1864.

Over and over again the Circassians
got in among the blockhouses and blew
them up, and they repeatedly ambushed and cut up the mobile columns
to which they served as a base. In
one ambush in a forest 73,000 men were
killed.
In the end. however, the blockhouses triumphed and the population
was deported.
Senator Clark as a Worker.
"How did Senator Clark make his
money?" asked a constituent of h'.s
senator in the marble room of tho

senate.

"Come up to the gallery with mi
I will show you," was the reply.
When they had reached the gallery
the Senator pointed to Senator Clark
working at his desk, writing, blotting
and sticking his pen behind his ear
In true clerkship style.
"That's the secret. Work work, all
day long.
That man puts in more
solid hours of work at his desk in
this body than any of his colleagues,
and carries the weight of more enterprises than any man who ever had a
seat in the body."

and

Wild Dog Plague.
In Northern Patagonia a reward is
offered for the extermination of the
dogs that overrun that part of the
world.
The ancestors of these wild
dogs were a pair of tame collies which
were taken over by a Scotsman
straight from his native heath. The
animals have retained their natural
instinct in connection with sheep, but
Instead of guarding them they prefer
killing them; hence' the farmers have
always to be prepared for the sudden
advance at any time of a strong herd
of the wild creatures hungering for

piutton.

German Thrift.
editor expresses
In his
paper the hope that nothing Interesting or Important may happen in this
country for the next five years, so that
the newspapers of Germany shall have
an opportunity to get jack the money
they have paid in telegrams to tell
A Berlin

about Prince Henry's arrival and

re-

ception here.

Suit Causes Sensation.

Mrs. Sarah Slatten's suit lor 15,000
The f.rt at Pittsburg was captured
twice once by Contrecoeur and once against David J. James, former comby Forbes. It was besieged by Inmander of the Wisconsin department
dians once (In 17C3); blown up once of the G. A. K. has caused a censatlon
(In 1758): burned once, and around It
has raged the fury of civil strife and
great controversies.
It was the bone of contention of two
of the greatest nations of modern
times. For possession of this soil
France and England locked in deadly
embrace, for It was recognized as the
pivotal point for the possession of the
great and important Ohio river and all
Ihe vast country weBt of the Allegheny
Mountains.
With its fall was shattered all the hopes of a French empire
on the Ohio and the Mississippi.
The little building is brick,
with two floors, having a squared
oak log with loop holes on each floor.
d
There were two
passages, one connecting it with Fort Duquesne and the other leading to the
Monongahela river.
The blockhouse continued to be used
for a dwelling until April 1, 1894. On
that date the Daughters of the American Revolution took possession.
five-side-

under-groun-

freight facilities to the Point. The
Daughters have been strenuously fightFounded nourishing Village;.
e
ing the razing of the
historiKramer, Washington county, Pa., is
cal relic and by all Indications they named after Joseph Kramer, who owns
have won their point and accomplished
the entire village, operates ail its busia great service for posterity.
ness establishments and
owns
the
Over this spot have floated the flags stage coaches which are the only
-two
of three nations and
states
means of communicating with the outOreat Britain, France and the United er world. Mi Kramer has never been
States, and Pennsylvania and Virginia. outside of Washington county.
old-tim-

li

O. James.

Richland Center, win Man Sued for
Kissing a Woman,
throughout the state. Mrs. Slattern
asks damages on the ground that the
defendant hugged her against her wiil
and gave her three kisses. She and
her hasband are employed on a farm
owned by James in Sauk countv.

What Caused the Great Illinois Soldier to Forget
Party Prejudices.
The attitude of Gen. John A. Logan
the exciting days Immediately following the first election of Lincoln and
the outbreak of the civil war has been
the subject of a good oaal of discussion, to which a writer for the Illinois
State Register of Springfield, 111., has

along until they began to meet stragglers coming toward them, running at
their best speed. They came thicker
and faster, and then they were met
by three men carrying muskets.
"John A. Logan Jumped toward them
and asked:
" 'What Is the matter?
just contributed an interesting chap
Where and
ter.
what are you running fort'
According to "Appleton's Encyclope
"One of the men replied: 'There's
dia of American Biography" Gen. Lo
a hell of a fight and the rebels are givgan was from the first an ardent sup ing us hell and we are trying to get
porter of Lincoln and the Union. It out of their reach.'
says:
"John A. Logan then grabbed ona
"On the first Intimation of coming of the muskets and exclaimed:
'There
trouble from the South he (Logan) de- Is but one side to take In this fight
clared that in the event of the elec- and I am going to take the Union
tion of Abraham Lincoln he would side.'
shoulder his musket to have him In
"With that his friends cheered him,
augurated."
for he had been still finding fault with
Further on the encyclopedia says:
the war and saying sharp things
"In July, 1861. during the extra ses
sion of congress called by President
Lincoln he (Logan) left his seat In
congress that he might overtake the
troops that were marching out of
Washington to meet the enemy, and
fought in the ranks of Col. Richard
son's regiment In the battle of Bull
Run."
With both these statements the
writer In the Illinois State Register
takes Issue. Describing himself as a
warm friend and admirer of Gen. Logan, he avers that Logan did not sym
pathize with Lincoln at the start and
was not favorable to the .cause of the
Union when the war began.
He further says that while Logan's
patriotism was fired by the roar of
the Bull Run guns, the story that he
left his seat In congress to overtake
and fight In the ranks at the Union
at Bull .Run Is erroneous. He says:
"The history of Gen. John A. Logan 1b a family one, and the object of
Mrs. John A. Logan,
the writer Is to correct that history against the leaders of his own party
with no Intent or aim to pluck from 'for helping Lincoln and his party.'
the brow of one of America's bravest McClernand at once said:
" 'He has been converted,' and cona single laurel to which he Is entitled
or to wrong his memory In the slightgratulated him on his change of
est degree. But the truth, the whole front."
truth and nothing but the truth, as
And this, according to the writer
In the Illinois State Register, Is the
the oath goes. Is this:
"John A. Logan was not favorable true- history of how John A. Logan,
to the Union side when the war of the for once and for all, threw aside his
rebellion commenced, and those who Southern sympathies and enlisted,
claim that he was not only do him but heart and soul, In the war from the
themselves a great wrong.
Union In which he made so splendid a
"On the contrary, John A. Logan
record as a brave and loyal soldier.
denounced the war as a 'damned Abolition scheme to free the nigger,' and
IN THE OLDEN TIME.
went so far In his denunciation of the
Lincoln party, as he termed it, as to Ways of American Duelists One Eci-dre- d
denounce Douglas and many of his
Years Ago,
warmest friends In Springfield and at
The New York Evening Post of Feb.
his home. On the train upon which 1, 1802 a century ago
contained the
Douglas and his wife were going to following:
Chicago, he declared In the hearing of
"Yesterday morning an affair of hon
hundreds of people:
or was settled at Hoebuck, between
" 'Douglas has sold out the DemoMr. Chandler of Philadelphia and Mr.
cratic party, but I'll be damned if he Carlisle of Albany. Three
shots were
can deliver the goods.'
exchanged, and the latter was wounded
"He was so enraged at Douglas he in the thlgn.
would not go to Douglas' room In the
'A secovd was terminated at the
American House In Springfield,
alsame places ibetween two gentlemen.
though Douglas implored him by say- The
partners of this are variing:
" 'John, come up to my room and let ously related. We give tho following as the most current, and we beus talk this thing over."
" "Oh, talk the devil,' said Logan, lieve the most correct: A challenge
'I've talked with you and been led by was given about a fortnight since, and
time and place appointed, but no weayou, until you have led the Democratto
party Into ruin! I'll be damned if pons agreed upon. When .he challenger came to the ground he peryou lead me any more!"
"He would not listen to the speeches ceived his antagonist (who, It Is said,
made by Douglas at Bloomington, Pon-tla- c was a Yankee) there before him, with
two muskets. This, the Yankee Inand Jollet, at which last place Logan got off the train and Douglas went formed him, was his mode of fighting,
guns;
on to Chicago, where he died the Juno offering him his choice of the
the othor declined the musket, as not
following.
Yankee
"John A. Logan had been elected to a gentleman's weapon. The
remonstrated that It was placing him
congress as had eld Col. 'Dick' Richardson, as everybody called him. Col. on disadvantageous terms to use pis
Richardson on the day before the bat- tols, as he had never fired one In his
tle of Bull Run made up a party ot life; but If the meeting could be postsix, four to go In a carriage and two poned for a fortnight, so that he might
on horseback, to witness the battle. practice In the meantime, he was content to use pistols; or his adversary
They arrived near there on the evening before the battle and could get might take the same time to practice
no place to sleep, until one ol the with the gun, and he would then meet
party, Col. R. E. Goddeli of Denver, him with that weapon. The first offer
was acceded to, and the parties met
yesterday accordingly. Three shots on
each side were exchanged; the Yan
kee's second fire carried away the
other's pocket flap, but his thl:d shot
him through the fleshy part of both
thighs; and here the affair ended.
"The third duel took place In New
Jersey about ten days since. The only
particulars which have come to hand
worth mentioning are that there were
several spectators who accompanied
the parties to the field, and all of
whom, together with the two seconds,
climbed the trees, to be thus out ot
harm's way while they saw fair play.
But, as one ot the gentlemen chose to
terminate the affair by firing his pUtol
he
In the air a thing unforeseen
ball passed through the upper limbs of
the very tree where the second of his
antagonist had taken his post, and
who was bo much alarmed at the whistling of the bullet that he fell and broke
his collar bone, which was the only
accident attending the exhibition; happily no lives were lost."
In

ar-"J- iy

John

A. Logan.

Turks Mot Hostile to Christiana.
Belgian diplomat who recently
returned from Turkey says that the
Turks are not hostile to Christians.
At Constantinople the minister of
waters and forests has chosen a Roman Catholic priest as a tutor for his
son. It Is also asserted that the Armenian massacres were not provoked
by hatred against Catholics, but by
the detestation In which the Armenian race is held tor its tendency to
A

Colo., improvised a camp by taking
sheaves of oats from a field near by,
upon which the party slept that night
"The party consisted of Col. Richardson, Col. John A. McClernand, congressman from Springfield; John A.
Logan, the Hou Burt Cook, OoL R. B.
Goddeli and one other to be remembered. The party were soundly sleeping In their
beds when the
sound of a cannon was heard and
overreach In trade.
Oen. McClernand exclaimed:
' 'My God, boys, it is the beginning
of iti.
Amount of Gold Cola.
Get up and let ua
hurry to the front.'
The amount of gold coin in actual
"They went without their breakfast circulation in the world is estimated
and were as hungry as bears, but still by the Bank of England officials to be
anxious to ser the fight. They pushed about 866 tons.
oat-she-

r!

Miss Lotta Greenup of Padtieaii tin
taken to the stump with her father In
his campaign for the Democratic nomination for member of Congress from
this district. Mr. Ureenup Is a music

denier nnd Miss ..in on accomplished
musician.
During her father's tours
of the district she play the violin nntl
sings before the audiences which bo

addresses.

A Convict Makes Silver Hollars.
A convict, employed In the boiler room,
succeeded In perfecting a die fui making

dollars without detection, and
Jliver
latrlhutlng them through outside

was
The officials were about as much
surprised at this discovery as. the person
who receives a substitute article In place
of the genuine Hostetter's Btomneh Blt- aroom-pllce-

Ion nnd biliouaness.
t. Our Private Die
rck of the bottle.
A light pocket la a pla le. but a light
henrt and a light love it ke amends for
much. If I Were King.

Ton Can Oet Allen's

Foot-Raa-

Free.

e

Write y
to Allen 8. Olmsted,
Y.,fora FREE sample of Allen 'a
,
a powder. It enres sweating,
damp, swollen, achinefeet. Makes new
or tight shoes easy. A certain cure for
Chilblains and Frost-biteAt all
druggists and shoe stores; 15 cents.
to-da-

Foot-Ease-

s.

Denver Man Well, what did you think
New York? Cripple Creek Man I
thought It wus a mining town when I
first struck it. Somebody was digging in
nearly every Htreet.
Mrs. v ...
Soothing Syrup.
of

For children totalling, softens tn sums, redurss Inflammation, allays isId. cures wlndcotlo. 2jc a buttle.

A book may be a perpetual companion.
Friends come and go. but the book may
beguile all experiences and enchant all
hours. The World Henutlful in Books.

1,213 BUS. ONIONS PER AORE.
Sailer's New Method of pnton culture makes

It possible to grow

1,200

und more bus. per acre.
There la no vegetable
that pays better. The
Salzers annually
nearly one
eighth of a million
lbs. of onion seed,
selling same ot 60c.
and up per lb.
For lOe. and this

Notice

John A. Salier Seed
, LaCrosse, W1b.,
will mntl you their iwnmmli catalog, together
with 150 kinds of flower and vegetable aeeda.
w. N. U.
Market gardeners' list, ic postage.
Co

THE

OXFORD
DENVER.
Ji '"

.
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Bill!'"

OXFORD HOTEL
Strictly

Flrst-cIsJ-

rat

"HkX?"

Popular Trices.

C.

H. Morse, Mgr.

CAPSICUM VASELINE
(

PUT UP IS
TUBSs )
substitute for and superior to mustard or
any other plaster, and will not blister
the
most delicate skin. Tl e
aud
curative qualities of this article are wonderful. It will atop the toothache at once and
relieve headache and sciatica. We retool
mend It as the best and latest external
counter-irritant
known, also us nn
remedy for pains in the chest and exicrnul
stomach
and all rheumatic, neuralgic and gouty
complaints. A trial will prove what we claim
for it, and It will bo found to bo Invaluable
In tho household. Many people say "it is the
" j" .
uuutn.
rnsior to
cents, tit all drugglnta
or other dealers,
by
H1
luunin postage slumps
""""'"
we will send you
a tube by mall. No urtlrle
1.1
.
IT
li ,ha
I
shot. h
li.. UUjf-.'J ...v. li. mi
IPIJ
samo Barries our label,
as otherwise it is not
euu.u.-- .
mru. to.,
viicwcmuuun
17 Stale Street, Nsw v. mi.
Citt.
A

Fortunately, the best things In life are
not purchasable; they would not be best
things If they were. Musings by Camp-tir- e
and Wayside.

Is your home supplied with the greatest
of pain relievers? Hamlin's Wizard
remedy for emergencies.

A word or phrase which is as common
and familiar as our hnnd may. in soma
one minute of time, lake on a significance and present a face so keen and
strange thut It is as if we had never
met It before. Audrey.

I do not believe Plso's Cure for Consumption
has aa equal for coughs and colds. John 9
Boras, Trinity Sprlnga. lnd.. Feb. 16. iwuu

The volcano Vesuvius rises on the
mainland about fifteen mllea from the
city of Nuples and about five miles from
the count. It Is encircled by a railway at
the base, and up to the height of 1,900
feet Is covered with cities, villages, farmAt leust 80.000
houses and vineyards.
people live In the midst of continual danger to which they seem entirely indifferent.

NEW CURE FOR

KIDNEYS1" 'BLADDER
Disease, Rheumatism, Gravels
Pain in the Back, Dropsy,
etc., you will npou
request be mailed
A LARGE TRIAL CASE FREE.

Brig-lit'-

s

Disorders of the Kidneys and Bladder cause

BrlL'ht's Disease, Rheumatism, Gravel, Pain in

the
Bail, Bladder Disorders, difficult or too frequent

tiassingof water, Dropsy, etc. For these diM iisesa
Positive Specific Cure is found in a new botanical
discovery, the wonderful Kava-Kav- a
Shrub, called
by botanists the piper nuthvsticum, fioro the Ganges
Elver, Haft India. It lias tie extraordinary mtfa

Hilt Viola Dtarlng, Ptteritiaro. lad.
oi 1.200 hospital cures in 80 days. It acta directly
on ttie Kidneys, and cures by draining out of the
Blood tho poisonous Urlo Acid, Lltluttes, eUl.,
which cause the disease.
James Thomas, Esq., of the Board ol Review
Bureau ol Pensions, Washington, D. C, was cured
after many physicians failed and ho had given up
all hope of recovery. Nathaniel Anderson, Kq.,
of Greenwood, B.C., writes: Wasabuflercrof Kid-neaud Bladdertroubies, which caused two linn
orrhagesof IhaKlducys: bud lourluate every tew
minutes; physicians told him hit esse was lneuc
able, butwascimil.let, ly cured by Alkavls. Alvlll
D. Lane.Auburn, Me. .writes: Wusciiredof Rheumatism., which . as so severe as to cause him to use
crutches. Hundreds of similar testimonials can
be produced It desired. Many ladles, including
Miss Viola Dearlnij, Petersburg. lnd.. Mrs. E. R.
Dlusmore. South Dcertield, Mass., also testify as lo
Ha wonderful curative powers iu Kidney diseases
and other disorders peculiar to women.
That you may Judge of Iho value of this Great
Discovery for yourself, we will send you one Large
Case by mnil Free, only asking that when cured
recoi unend It to others. It Is a
Iourself you wiil
and o u not fall. Address, The
Church Kidney Cure Company; No. MB Fourth
Avenue, New V ork City.

MISTAKES IN JUDGING DISTANCE.

Policemen Praise
a Reliable

As

Pe-ru-- na.

PUTNAM FADELBM DYES are the
brightest, fattest and easiest to UN,
Sold I" druggists, 10'. per package.

WASHERS.

DOG

That I. Not a Buy aa Outer Trade to Be Sean In Certain
It Itsnii,
Parta of Parla.
A familiar example of the vagueues-- t
Mngnalno: As you walk
Wide
Wirld
of ou mental Ideas on the dimensions
Purls your atof familiar objects is the trick by along cerUtn parts ofattracted
by the
tention Is soinetlmts
wiiii ti a number of people are induced
barking of n dog, nud on such an octo measure oft upon the wall what casion ime of the queerest of the outthey consider to be the height of a door trade of Purls Is seen. Near the
top hat. Success in this feat Is rare, water's edge, his black coat flecked
and the estimation In yards or miles thickly with soap suds, xtnmls the dog,
of distances in the open air Is no leas and over Mm, energetically shampoo
difficult, though often considerably Ing the Houp Into the long, hairy coat,
Of
the professional dOg
Stands OIK
more useful.
Generally, of course, it In the level washers wlio haunt the banks of the
Seine at Minted siaits from the Pont
surface or one filed with monotonous
to tlie Pont Netif These men
features many times repeated which in d'lena
lather and wnsh pet dogs, while their
while diversifimost
owners look on from conveniently placcation seems to Impress the mind with ed chairs. The fees range from 5 sous
a greater notion of extent
to a franc. When the sonplng operaEven so, the usual tendency Is tion Is completed the dog Is dropped
greatly to underestimate distanceb of Into the river and encouraged to get rid
more than a quarter of a mile, while of the dirt and soap by n swim.
Sometime the pet will swim straight
the differences between the guesswork,
computations of various members of out, while the fair owner Is in agonies
of fear lest some swiftly passing steamthe same party are often extraordier should stilke It and end Its bathing
nary.
On more
In our ordinary life we have rarely and swimming days forever.
the tlog washer has
need for ascertaining in actual yards than one oc nslon
been driven lo plunge in and rescue the
the distance of objects under observabewildered animal lest the infuriated
tion, and our faculty of estimation If, owner shotiM claim compensation for
not developed much further when w
his carelessness. With some Parlslen-ne- s
have once left the stage behind at
this weekly pet washing Is a cerewhich all the objects In a room, for mony of infl'ortance. The dainty lady,
instance, appear to the infant to be alighting froVi her smart victoria, goes
down the trtopa to the washing place
equally within its grasp.
chosen, preceded by her footman carThe difficulty of Judging distance
lending the dog. as the case
increased over an undulatory or rying Ik--or
,
and ilieu, seated under a sunhilly surface, whether it is desired to may
shade, she directs the toilet of Klfl or
find out the actual superficial measurewith tender solicitude. The toilet
ments or the "air line," as the Ger- Nero
des chlens at the fashionable spots Inmans term it, for rifle shooting in cludes
wnrm. fleecy towels, a peignoir
sport or war. In this last application de bain while the dog hair Is being
the training of the faculty Is extremecurled, combed, singed or cut, and n
ly Important, and in actual fact often
il .f ellil,,,,, ..I
n L h il i.l.ii to
. '.
..
...
imperfect.
extremely
lie round its necK at ine niusn.
A fee of 5 funics cannot be consider- An Operation

the Ills Incident to the

Specific for

PROFESSIONAL

Vicissitudes of Their Occupation.

The duke of Marlborough li believed
to be the iinsecesor of the costliest painting In the world. Raphael's "Blenhelma
Madonna." pnlmcd In lfi07 and now valued at JJfiO.OOO.

Nothing; Jars it man so mtirh as the
dlscoVpry that hp has married a woman
who delights In coming down to his office and putting things In order.

KLlss.

Kdltor

poem?
.

of Police

Jtihn E. iPtacdk, Assistant Superintendent
writes :

l.

of Chlcatro,

'As my duties
compelled me to be
out In all kinds of
weather I contracted
severe cold from
time to time, which
settled In the kidneys, causing
, severe
pains and
trouble In the pelvic
organs.
" I am now like a
new man, am In
splendid health and give all praise to
A. C. S WANSON.
Peruna. "
M i.'lmel O'Halleran, Lieutenant
of the Summerdale Station
Police Department, writes from 1998
W. Monroe street, Chicago, 111.:
n
"Several of the officers of our
have good reason to praise
times when theyPeruna. Several
-'
'
."- - '- mnn'

Ser-frea- nt

stt-lio-

I1L,

"

l

WOK'I

u--

t

imil stamp lor

A li.jc inn m

AJ.I.A J: COIAJ'MjJfi.

Jtenver.
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uniLknea Comb and Paper Cutter to WOOU.

MARSHALL'S
D
T?AT?T'for
1 Rheumatism
IVlflJlVal
CAPSICUM VASELINE
(

put up ta outxipami.i xcaaa

substitute for and superior to mustard or
any other plaster, and will not oi later the
moat delloutp skin. The
and
curative qualities of ints article are wonderful It will stop the toothache at onee, aad
relieve headache aad sciatica. We recom-mrn- d
it as the beat and eafeat external
t
known, also aa an external
counter-irritanfor pains lo the cheat and stomach
and all rheumulic, ueuraiglc and (out) complaints. A trlul will prove what we elalm
For it, and It will be found to be Invaluable
Many people say "It Ir he
la the household.
beat of all of your preparations.'' Price 15
cents, at ell druggists or ether dealers, or by
sending thia amount toualn postage stump
we will send you a tube by mail. No article
should be aooepted by the publlo unless tre
same carries our label, as otherwise It la not
CHBSeBltOUCH
Ml (1 CO.,
genuine.
17 State Street, New Yoaa Citt.

A

Han's Mission
mmtlloml

on Earth.

Book rrmm.

Knew Thyself Mannal. a book for man only, east
Tree, postpaid, eesled. to erery male reader men- (nr nmtua. "The SclftDce of
iKliuur.
the OoU Medal Prise
Life, er eetf preaervetlon."
TsaaHea, the beet Medical Book of this or anr age.
Kiegent
XH aa with aogravlnge and preecrlptloae.
Uhtwnr fcdiuuu. tall gill. OKLY ti; paper covers,
latteries-aarldcec. MET THE BUST. Ad
edition.
erase the Hestmdy Medlcsl laetltute. 4 Bulflnch et .
earn. Severe House. Beaton. Mess., the oldeet sad beet
tatate ronntrf- - Write today for tbeee booke; keya
Consultation, la person or
uoheaHb audhawplneee.
suuuar. lotol.
ay letter;
Institute bat many Unlta-fcarThe resteer Medical
seta eqssls. Boston Herald.
Whan writing ewaMoa Uti paper.

to;

Dollars
BUYS

DELIVERED,

Aa tM Lb.
COOO SCALE,
Oa Wheels.

PLATFORM

asl
' sesrsw,
aj,

to
UiiiP'--

ll SsSaes.

Knolnn and solvn
Ivhereper good crops

BINUIUMTOM,
BOX

D. M. FIRRY A CO.

lb baa i aadorssd retnsdjr on
earth, will positively curs
Water will cure
It beaut alia tu aod Neurslala.

lodigeeMun,
Obesity. tJooatlpatiuu,
ftand out. rtddreaa to i.uot 1101
CUT, Mo-- , fur dlscrlpUvs circulars.

DISCOVERT.

Ncrvoasnaaa.

077,

eexlef aad oares woea

esses. Book ot testimonials end s hits- - .resuoaoi
gaaa. net. a. sl aaaui saaa. aaa a. suseats as.
W. N. U. UENVtR.- - Nt), I2.-1W- 02
MrM

ti. Y.

RING.

KIMBALL'S:

Detroit.

AasMiiiig liytrtistmtsU
fUBtioa Thi fsptu

Uladly

'Sob by
IMlliMTflFI-flMratgIn l hoe--

i

B

BOo.

C0I.QUERS PAlNlj

It

Is claimed that $6,000,000 worth of mi
tomoblles have been Hold by the dealen
who huve their machines on exhlbltloi
at the Chicago nutomobile show.

WHY GET SOAKED

12

WHEN

'Ml

Minutes

for

Lunch.
That is the average time
spent in a large city restaurant by three thousand
It takes three
lunchers.
hours to digest a fresh egg
.... K.,,1,,,
tl,,,.,. I.mir ti, illoest : a hull ea
r digest
apple dumpling; three hours to ii
In fact, three hours is
fresh roast
about the time required to digest the
average twelve minute lunch. The object of the hasty lunch is to let the busy
man get back to his office work. But
when the brain is active, the stomach is
inactive for lack of necessary blood. The
natural consequence is indigestion, and
indigestion opens the door to many dis- -

SLICKER
BLACK

OR

YELLOW

WILL KEEP YOU DRY
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DON'T STOP TOBACCO
BACO-CUR-

ein-K- le

EUREKA CHEMICAL CO.,

La Crosse. Wis.

lAl aWrT

e

y,

.t

Train log the Child.
The hand and eye ot the child can
be trained by means of fiaper cutting.
This should be led up to' by paper
tearing, until the little one is old
enough to hold a pair of scissors. It
Is a good practice to take a picture
containing many objects, cut them
out and arrange them on colored paper. If the picture represents a farmall tbe animals
yard, for Instance,
must be cut out and pasted oa the
I. ne.
paper In positions similar lo
their original ones. Minor details
can be copied on the background la
pen and ink. In this way chlldrea unconsciously get an Idea of yropordoa
i

Q

23c and

well-bre-

surBui,,

t

Sold everywhere.
I got Annual FREE.

ACTS LIKE MAGIC!

that "Hpautlful Snow'
It Is slush.

eared
sure Plan's Corn for Connimntlon
1
ay lift three years ;.-M- r,.
Job. Kobb..
tdOO.
N.
Y..
Itaule Street,

riU.
well-bre-

Otsusase ssS

JONE8
a rsva thi saasoarr.

are grokrn.

DROPSY.

ut

eeniu"

waaoH acAtia,1,IM...
Uu. "i elnul,t,

TssWiil

AMD PA I mm.

Sea-fiel-

If you do not derive prompt and
satisfactory results from the use oi
Peruna write at once to Dr. Hartmao,
giving a full statement of your case,
aad he will be pleased to give you his
,
valuable advice gratia.
Address Dr. Hartman, President oi
the Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,

ex at - i

Promptly All Bodily

Aon mm

T an-- ,

i

MICHAEL O'HALLEQAS.
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.iiTi iiiHini.'VBmESHaBaBSBBSi

mi, Titii
'n1 'i .isw.iai
tvttt
ni.wiiMif
'.'""mi

teo

flr?r5n

JOHN E. PTACEK.
drenched, a severe cold has followed
which It seemed Impossible to throw
off until one of them tried Peruna,
and found the finest remedy tor a
cold that a man
would want.
"Since then arc
have used It lot
colds, catarrh, influenza and othet
complaints following In the wake oi
Inclement weather,
and we all feel well
pleased with Peruna.

Cur

Fifty-eight-

I have no hesitancy in recommending It to others."
Officer A. 'C. Swanson writes from
Harrison street, Council Bluffs,
la., a follows :

Received II Gold Medals from
different international Expositions as being the moat effective. Pain Killer ever discovered

i

used Peruna for a very severe case of nasal catarrh, and
am glad to inform you that it has accomplished a complete cure.
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TTow Is

Assistant

YEARS

SO

MARDWT STORM?
rt sre,..lv
lollnt" Inpliirtlnir n
LOOK TOR ABOVE TBADE MAHIt KWARC OP IMITATIONi
clipping, daring which Klfl or Nero Is
CATALOQUt J rscc
AND MAT3.
SHOWING PULl. LINE OP GARMENTS
firmly by the lndy proprietress
:em Was Not held
Senator Clark's Art
CO BOSTON. WA53
A.J.TOWER
while
Balus,
des
KtnbllsFeuient
cf the
Properly Appreciated.
her assistant uses the patent shenrs.
When nil has heen eomiileted the vicSenator W. A. Clark. Is an enthusiastic collector of paintings, especially of tim, wngging his full with conscious
Kinds for
the nude. Not very many months ago pride, proceeds to the carriage with his
UUafsrtthAt p HaljSTPavtsMaand flower ,
mistress,
happy
proud
drives
(wolii
and
ur
and
liiuiid tn inure KHnieiis
he received a number of friends at the
avriil nn mont fnntiit IliAn nuv otlier
Imiigestion is cured bv the use of Dr.
1 l.t if in ri'tirtin for th n.
In Anipnf
home of his daughter, Mrs. Culver. In away fn stnte. yelping at dogs less
BdWIOS
We own ntifl optnMVW
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
In
h
of our rnolr Ms
prodiition
tlte
street. Especially for that aristocratic than he.
which cures diseases of the stomach and
uupreo
wr
occasion the senator had bought what,
lh
make
luiicwiiitf
YCAKMKSr KUSHIAN MU.I.KT.
of digestion and nutrition,
organs
other
otfer:
Msssssa
he declared a fine little piece of nude, Will v,,ii I, ntwirt of Iiav' If so. nlnnt a
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of Washingtonville, Orange Co.. N. Y.
trrrootly basutirul flower aeeda,
loom.
stomach trouble from childhood and ftuffered
In all ILaiikliKia MMnftf furntfihlna
"Tommy, my papa has boujcht two had
The senator had personally picked
it more or less as I grew up. At the age of
with
bnnlifln of chsniiinfi Ilowrrs mid.
fine spaniel and says that they are
sufMy
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was broken down with dvspepsia.
lots snd IM of elmoa VVnf.HM,4
d
the spot where to place his new acdofra. too." "What pood's your
fering was terrible. Could not eat without disHMMf with our wnl rriTaJoRUaf
doica? I'd rather have a gingerbread tress. Could only eat a few certain things and
UMlitiirnll itnout roalnlfl sna I'rs
quisition and was not a little surprised dog any
Oat iiiid llionius ami Sifltz. onion
day."
o worn, nail ine time, ryci j hhuk
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not
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seed at tc. a pfmnd, ftr., all only
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1 tried onlv aave me temoorory relief.
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rsuaded me to try Br. Pierce's Golden
pe
finally
huge bouquet of roses had been care-- ,
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Alitlial Discovery and ' Pleasant Pellets.' I
fully placed so as to hide the picture.
La Crosaa, Wit.
The readers of this paper will b' pleased to took six bottles of the Golden Medical Dlscov
that there la at least one dreaded disease ery ' and two vials of Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pel
The owner of the picture removed seam
that science has eboeti able to cure In all Its lets.' I then felt so well that I stopped taking
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bouquet,
as
minutes,
Htagee,
the
but within
and hat is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh medicine. Several months have passed and
only positive cure now known to the can do the hardest kind of work, can eat
be passed the spot to cast a lovinn (Hire la the
TBAYLOR'S LOUSE WABO
fraternity. Catarrh belnx a constita- - thing that is set before me and enjoy It. 1 am
ON BASTB for nil anlmnle. 1 treutm't
glance at his pet, there was the boutional disease, requires a eonstltutional treat- - 37 years old and this is the first time I have ever
Is taken internally,
Lice anil Nile. By msIl,l.l'eaouiili for
menu
Hall's
Cure
ilia
Catarrh
well."
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U S. Pension Bureau.
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any case that It falls to cure. Send for list of V. Pierce, BufTalo, N. Y.
D J yrs tu uWll war, It adjuilioating claims, atty slnoa
the maid in waiting at the door.
Test iinoniiils.
'Please sir," she exclaimed, Mushing
Address P. J. CHKNKY A CO., Toledo,
Sold by druggists 7nc.
pink, "1 thought what 'ud the people
Hall's Family Pills are the best.
say if they saw a thing like that star- came
hem
they
as
into
face
Amorujc the peers who have inherited
in the
in'
Suddenly. It injures the nervous system to do to. Use
titles Is the young earl of
the room, an' 1 thought I'd like to barren who
and it will tell you when to stop as it takes away the desire for tobacco.
at the age of twelve succeedYou have no right to ruin your health, spoil your digestion and poison
save the repitatlon of the house."
ed to an earldom, two viscounties and
two baronies, without so much as a
your breath by using the filthy weed. A guarantee in each box. Price
digniacre of land to maintain his
sl.00 oer box. or three boxes for 2.50, with guarantee to cure or
ties.
ReiMslag Was Monad.
money refunded. At all good Druggists or direct from us. Write for free booklet
People who laugh loudeat don't always
Once. When Wayne MacVeagh had enjoy
themselves most.
finished arguing a tedious technical
case before the United States Supreme
Court, speculation arose between Mr.
MacVeagh and his colleague, as to
whom Chief Justice Fuller would assign to write the opinion, and a wager
was made.
Just then Chief Justice Fuller came
down the corridor of the court build
ing. Mr. MacVeagh stopped him and
told him of the wager, asking the
Chief Justice to tell whom he would
assign, as that would settle the bet.
"On whom have you placed your
4
wager, Mr. MacVeagh?" the Chief Justice asked.
Oue my sail the seas snd visit every land snd everywhere will And,
"Mr. Justice Gray," was the response.
that men of affairs, who are well Informed, have neither the time
"Why did you choose Mr. Gray?"
nor the ineUaatlon, whether on pleasure bent or business, to use those
queried Chief Justice Fuller.
medlt'liifs which cause excessive purgation and then leave the Internal
"Because," replied Mr. MacVeagh, "1
organs in a constipated condition. Hyrnp or Figs la ant built on those
noticed he slept through the entire arlines. It nets naturally, acts effect Ively, cleanses, sweetens and strengthens
gument."
leaves them In a healthy condition.
the Internal organs-ani- l
If In need of a laxative remedy the most excellent Is Syrup of Figs, but
when snythlnf more than a laxative U required the safe said scienttno man
The BrllUb 8eboolbor on Animate.
Is to eonsuli a eoapetent physician and not to resort to those medicines
A correspondent who offered prizes
which claim to eon all manner of diseases.
In different schools for essays on kindThe CsUfornia Klg Syrup Co. was the first to manufacture a laxative remedy
ness to animals sends us a few exwould give satisfaction to all ; a laxative which physicians could
which
papers
received:
tracts frotn the
sanction and one friend recommend lo another ; so that today Its sales probably
"There are two kinds of animals, and
. exceed all other laxstivei combined, in some places considerable quantities of
they are the quadruped and biped; the
cathartics and modern Imitations are still sold, but with the general
quadruped is liona and tigers and such
diffusion of knowledge, as to the best medicinal agents, Syrup of Figs has eome
like and the biped is bird."
because it is a remedy of known value
Into general use with the
"Some people kick the poor dog and
beneficial action.
ever
and
poor
give It nc food. Then the
animal
The quality of Syrap of Figs U due not only to the excellent combisatlon of
bites the first person It comes to, and
laxative and rarnalaaUve principles of plant- - known to act most beneficially
the
this causes the person to have ldtpho-beron the system, with agreeable and refreshing aromatic liquids, but also to the
and the animal ets killed. Tula
In order to gel the genuine and It beneficial
orglnal method of manufacture.
Is all through the people giving the
effects one sku Id always not the full name of the Company California Fig
to
nothing
eat."
animal
Syrup Co. printed en the front of every package.
"Animals do not go to church nor
say any prayers. They never sit down
to get their meals, and we do."
"When the animal dies It la no more
good except for food, but when we die
''
A
we have a resurrection." Westminster
:0
Gazette.
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Oct a bottle or Hamlin's Wliard Oil to
day: It saves trips to thp doctor! It cures
Headache anil Toothache quickly.
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St. Jacobs Oil

Thp ahlrt worn by Charles I. to the
scaffold has been auctlonpd ofT at 200
guinpaa at Cnvpnt Garden, says thp London correspundpiit of the New York Tribune.
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The water in Bitter creek has
The Morgan family hns moved
river.
reached
the
out to the MoGlnro rauoh, wbert
No 31.
Vol. II.
they will reside this summer.
Wm. Svartz of La Belle, Lae
From January 1st to April
Every Thuriday at Bed been visiting in Trinidad.
were issued in treasure office A
f , Tom County, AV- Mezioo.
The Anaconda drill is down over tax receipts and their was collected
V
miONT C. STEVENS.
100 feet in their third hoi.
1841.26.
1'rBUMII
Cr.pt.. Smith H. Simpson will
lohn Lncaniche visited
here on Saturday for
leave
the first of the weak.
to attend the encam merit
Mutter at the
Entored an
The cotintv commissioners are of the Grand Army of the Repub
Red River, New Mew PooBice.
holding their quarterly meeting at lic, which takes place in that city
on April 10 and 11.
Tiiob, this week.
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L. F. Hamblln has the machin-
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Territora! Topics

ery for his now sawmill on the
75 ground, at Qnesta.
Monroe Fields has resigned as
40
W. J. C'artwright and family county treasure of San Juan
of Taos, have move to Amizette, county.

Sfn.

Cimarrm,

Bank of
Guy Wilson of Sanford, Cclo., Farmington, has received its charthis sister, Mrs, B. J. er and expects to be ready for bus
Did you ewir aee finer sprfng flatted
Youuyr, the past week.
iness next Tuesday.
Weuther.

J. flohuessler of
spent Monday in owviT.
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Red River,

John James, assistant superin- penitentiary at
Santa Fe, diedj'JApril 4, at Santa
Monica. California, of heart dis- -

Taos

eaBe.

Thev have discovered a petrified
tree near Galluu, measuring 42 feet
in leugth and 1 fuet. thick.
It
was found under the Weaver mine
In McKinley county.
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The I. O. . F. of Frrmington,
will this summer, build a two story
building 25x115 feet, the upper!
floor to be used as a lodge room
and the lower floor as an opera
house says the farmington Hust- ler.
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Beit Phillips,

Frank Stapltn,
Propria tora.

'u0 following cities of New
failed to mention our little
in a very Mexico at the late election, elec'cd
L rsiio D iolieuenu, a sister of friend, Ida Phipps Wtio
mtyors; AltVquerq ie
manner, delivered a decla- - republic
ilrs. O. D. Mallette, died last pleasing
for mayor by il()3
Myers,
F.
Chas.
week at her pirents' home at Cos- mfttion.
plural ty and 51 majority; Santa
tilla. She ,kwa about eighteen
Dr. H. C. Black writes us from Fe, I. Sparks fur.niHyor bv 02
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attachment and Milling Company would soon mayor Chus. M. Bay lie by 211
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start
in
and
joiity.
River,
Bed
again
palt- came off Mbixluy, with A. w.
Pinppa as auctioneer. The prop-- J up the June Bug mill.
After being out 18 hours at Rit- eny brought more than thev were
on, the jury in the ease of Robert
TAOS NEWS.
limn for, bringing in all over 991,
Love, indicted for the murder of
Mnnv of the articles bringing more
Bertie Parsons, reported that they
tliHii the same
rade could be from 'run Crennel.
were unable to agree and Chief
bought ht irijr store.
A. Sheurich will return to Bland JwbticeMilltAlir.nirW d Ihrm from
tn tLer couwden.t.on of the case.
Mihs
Bertha Hamblin who the latter put of the week.
Love wbb placed under $3,500 bond
taught thejpast winter term of, our
house, about to appear at th' t term of oo'.irt.
Chap.
Ballard's
bchool, has presented each of her
This case excited more interest
a mile of tOA II,
pupils, h beutiful caul. The cards three quarters of
any other criminal case tried
than
is nearly completed.
haw lit picture of our school
county for many years-pasinjColfax
building, the names of the pupils,
Dr. T. P. Martin sold a patch
court room was packed
The
the mimes of the directors autl the of laud bouih of the school house
at every session. Bertie Parsons
name ot M'H:4 Hamblin.
to Pedro A. Trujillo, last Monday, 'Was one of a croud of boys who, on
last Hallowe'en hauled away an
Jack Conley returned, yester-di-Tin diama, TOompsou's Hired
fn pi tbe fcouthern nid of Man which was produced April 1, abandoned Bhed which was lying
the county where Jie new gold at the Taos botel noted the Ladies in the street ou the outside of
Love took a
Love's premises.
lie brought Aid Society $33.45.
strike is reported.
fehotguu und in tiis night clothes
back villi him Some tine speciMis. Estolla Hyuti, of Twining, followed the boys for three blocks
They have named the new
mens.
district Waynoldx, in honor of Sec- this county, has brought suit in and killed Parsons. Love's defense
retary of the territory, lion. J. V. the district court, fur a decree of was that the gun went off accident
Li'iy uolds.
divorce from her husbuid Etigeue ally and that he had intended to
Hyatt on the grounds of non sap-p- ur shoot over their heads.
Ch irles II. Caniiich iel of 'he
t.
FiiiiikliiijPlai er, saiHe in yewtetday,
Wm. McKean is getting tedy
trotp 'l'riuidail wl.eie he spent
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business- - painted the doors
that
v
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Dr. 0, H. Wlteraof Springfield, ttnd windows, had the floor scru bed
ill one word, made things look
Dr. J. C. Walters ol
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Advice and Council in Mining
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The Copper Dome lead has
B. J. Yonn;, tlie sawmill man,
out to about Jhree fee! iff the
was
over from Twining the first of
past few day.
the week, vtsifiifif his family.
Ed. Bowman last week, comDeak Snow and Ed. McCollum
pleted six month term of school
were OTer from Twining, a few
at Questa.
days the past week, visiting their
ttoinembei tin Onion Suuday parents,
school. It meets every Habbath
Mre. H C. lyigan'e trunk and
Aorning- at 10 a. m. in the school
vk'I-cloihilig
not sold at the atbuilding.
tornment sak' and they will be
Capt. and Mrs. E.W. Emmons forward id to he.'.
made our camp a visit
of
Geo. L. Oldham and Jasines O.
yeh'.erday, and hile here made a
have moved to Goose creek, to
Gill
pleanaut call at this office.look after their valuable mining
L. F. Hamliltn, E. S. Redding, property .in that seotion of the
Debuty Sheriff Real, Ed. Bowman, district.
and one or two others from Quests,
In publishing the program of
attoniltd the attachment Bale lust
school entertainment last, week,
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Crack Shot Rifle.
fl1

y,

mi.Y:& relief!
barrel.
A new rifle.
C. B. caps
Weight 4 pounds.
and .22 short R. F. Has an

A reall,, healthy woman has lit- paiu r disoomfort at tae
Itlo
period. No woman
needs to liave any.
Wine of
ICardui will ijuiekly rolioTe those
lamcrtinp menstrual pains and
Ithe dragging head, back and
Isido aches caused by falling of
the womb and irregular menses.

20-in- ch

AUTOMATIC SAFETY, and
cannot be discharged accident

Price Only $4.00
If these rifles nre not carried in stock
by your dealer, send price and we will
Rend it to you express prepaid.
Send "tamp for catalog describing com
plete line nnu oontatnuig valuaole in
formation to shooters.
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te give women relief from
terrible aehos and pains which
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